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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to compare responses of mothers 
of blind, partially blind, and sighted children to the Behavioral 
Classification Project (BCP). The major question investigated was 
whether mothers of visually handicapped children admit to seeing more 
problem behavior than do parents of normally sighted children and 
whether there are sex-dependent differences. When a difference existed, 
this study examined the BCP factor dimensions which identified problem 
areas. In addition, interrater reliabilities between mothers and 
housemothers, and mothers and teacher interview data were compared.
The Ss were 54 Caucasian children, 27 males and 27 females, of 
the ages 6 through 13 years. j>s were divided into three groups of 
visual functioning including 20 sighted children, 18 partially blind 
children, and 16 totally blind children. Visually handicapped j>s were 
drawn from populations of legally blind children attending state 
schools for the blind and the sighted Ss were drawn from public school 
children.
The BCP was administered to the mother of each j>. Factor scores 
were computed for each on each of the 30 BCP factors. The scores 
were converted to scaled scores and subjected to a 2x3 MANOVA procedure. 
The analysis did not indicate significant overall differences in the 
sex variable nor in the sex X visual functioning interaction. Results 
did indicate significant differences for 14 of the 30 dimensions at
vi
the .05 level using 40 degrees of freedom. Post ANOVA Duncan Multiple 
Range analyses showed 10 of the significant differences to be between 
the Blind and Sighted Groups. As an additional analysis, the average 
scaled scores for each of the six cells in the 2x3 analysis were sub­
jected to Cattell's jfp, profile of similarity. The results indicated 
greater similarity between males and females in the same group than 
between groups. Visually handicapped j>s showed greater similarity 
with each other than with the Sighted Group. These results were con­
sistent with the results of the MANOVA analysis.
The interrater reliabilities using the rp analysis indicated 
moderate agreement between mothers' responses and housemothers' responses 
for 20 visually handicapped j>s. Correlation coefficients ranged between 
-.278 to .421 with 5 significantly positive relationships (p < .05, 
df .18). Similarly, rpS between mothers' responses and teacher inter­
view responses showed low agreement. Correlation coefficients ranged 
from -.439 to .596 with 15 out of 49 significantly positive relation­
ships (p < .05, df 47).
The results of the study indicated that mothers of children with 
congenital blindness indicated significantly higher scores in the 
direction of perceiving more behavior problems on a greater number of 
BCP factor dimensions than did mothers of partially blind and sighted 
children. The scores of the partially blind children most often fell 
between that of the blind and sighted and did not differ significantly 
from either. In addition, moderate interrater reliabilities indicated 
that these results apply only to mothers' perceptions. The results
vii
point to a need for further research concerning the observed behavioral 
problems that accompany visual handicaps, as well as how these differ­
ences are perceived by significant persons in the child's life.
viii
INTRODUCTION
Nationwide support for rehabilitation programs has encouraged 
a growing interest in the study of mentally, physically, emotionally 
and culturally handicapped persons. Visual ability represents one 
kind of deficiency which imposes specific limitations upon information 
collection, cognitive systems, and personal interrelations and, as 
such, has been a topic for psychological research. Within a broader 
perspective "blindness" research falls under the rubric of the general 
study of behavior disorder in human beings (Ford and Urban, 1969).
Any definition of visual disability depends on the purpose of 
the definition. Therefore, "medical blindness," "legal blindness," 
"occupational blindness," or "educational blindness" may vary in defini­
tion of disability (Kirk, 1962). The most commonly used definition is 
"legal blindness" which was stated by the Social Security Act of 1935 
as visual acuity per distance vision of 20/200 or less in the better 
eye, with best correction, or visual acuity of more than 20/200 if the 
widest diameter of field vision subtends an angle no greater than 20 
degrees (Hurlin, 1960).
Although most commonly used, the legal definition of blindness 
has limitations. While the differentiation between normal vision, 
partial sight, and blindness is based on visual acuity, it is not a 
measure of degree of disability because the measured sense organ defect 
is only one factor related to level of functioning in an area (Kirk,
1
21962). Also, according to Crulckshank and Johnson (1967), the legal 
definition embraces people so heterogeneous with regard to vision that 
for research purposes other groupings need to be specified.
A categorization by Lowenfeld (1963) divided visual handicaps 
into six groupings:
1) Total blindness, congenital or acquired before the age of 
five years
2) Total blindness, acquired after the age of five
3) Partial blindness, congenital
4) Partial blindness, acquired
5) Partial sight, congenital
6) Partial sight, acquired.
Lowenfeld's groupings take into account onset of blindness, a variable 
affecting functioning and as such provide more precise differentiation 
for research purposes.
Variables Affecting Functioning
Age at onset, type of onset, etiology, degree of residual 
vision, as well as parental and peer attitudes, have an effect on the 
functioning of the visually handicapped. In particular the age at the 
onset of sensory defects may have an important influence on personality 
and social development.
Children who lose vision before age five or six usually 
retain little visual memory and, as such, the defect is often con­
sidered with congenital defects (Lowenfeld, 1963). Schlaegel (1953) 
suggests these children be considered blind for educational purposes.
3The impact of visual loss before age five has both educational and 
emotional implications because congenitally blind children do not share 
with children who have acquired blindness many of the concepts 
developed during years when they could see (Bauman, 1969). For research 
purposes, therefore, preschool blindness may be considered essentially 
the same as congenital blindness.
Type of onset was emphasized by Rusalem (1969) as an important 
variable.
The psychological stress concept seems most closely related 
to sudden blindness, since in this condition well ordered visual 
coping patterns are disrupted and are no longer relevant or 
may even be maladaptive for the blind individual (p. 207).
According to Cofer (1969) motivational problems with con­
genital blindness or onset at an early age are very different from 
problems with sudden onset. No patterns of behavior or expectations 
are disrupted with congenital blindness.
According to Scholl (1967) etiology may have important bearing 
on the child's behavior. For example, some conditions such as con­
genital glaucoma, are accompanied by pain. Children who have photo­
phobia need more than average light to make effective use of vision, 
yet are caused discomfort by light. Optic atrophy may be associated 
with brain damage, thereby affecting functioning, thus research should 
account for or control for factors associated with etiology.
In addition, degree of residual vision has an important effect 
on functioning. A few studies regard partially seeing people as less 
well-adjusted to "blindness" than the totally blind, and partially 
seeing subjects themselves have reported the difficulty of having no
4sense of belonging to either sighted or blind (Cowen, et jil., 1961). 
Apparently the marginal position of the partially seeing child often 
intensifies his personality and adjustment problems (Brieland, 1950; 
Greenberg and Jordon, 1957). Marzolf (1954) stated that any kind or 
degree of visual defect will be likely to have consequences for adjust­
ment .
Although behavioral problems have been reported, Lowenfeld 
(1955) suggested that for all practical purposes the partially seeing 
child does not differ from other seeing children who slightly deviate 
from normal. Adjustment problems may rather reflect the degree to 
which they cope with their visual handicap.
Langley (1961) and Cerulli and Sugarman (1961) agree that the 
most important aspect influencing the adjustment of children who are 
blind is parental attitude. Handicap per se according to several 
authors has less influence on emotional adjustment than attitudes of 
parents toward the handicap. This is true of cerebral palsy (Haring,
1959), mixed organic handicaps (Carter and Chess, 1951), and other 
handicaps, as well as blindness (Cole and Taboroff, 1955). Extreme 
attitudes by parents tend to result in overprotection, oversolicitude, 
rejection, unrealistic aspiration and inconsistency which in turn 
affect the handicapped child's adjustment (Wright, 1960). Land and 
Vineberg (1965) stated overprotection was the most commonly observed 
pattern of blind children's parents.
The impact of parental and peer attitudes may have differing 
effects depending on the degree of visual handicap and type of onset.
5Blindness Is certainly different for the congenitally blind than for 
those blinded suddenly when only through gradual experience does 
blindness take meaning, much of which depends on the attitudes of 
people around him (Thompson, 1969). In comparing congenital and 
acquired blindness, Cohen (1966) stated, "Blindness from birth may have 
less consequences for the child's own psychological self concept once 
formed, but children born blind tend to be more affected by other 
people's attitudes toward them." According to Kessler (1966), "the 
variability of psychological correlates of disability, then, is to be 
understood in terms of differing experiences which result in differing 
attitudes."
Sensory Isolation
Theoretical discussion of the developmental differences due to 
sensory deprivation have led to the use of children with congenital 
sensory handicaps as natural subjects for research, and some authors 
have related their results with blind children to findings with other 
types of experimental subjects. Studies on sensory deprivation 
(Riesen, et £l., 1951, Bruner, 1961) indicated that impoverished 
environments in infancy, characterized by little exploration and 
stimulation, produce deficiency in discriminatory problem solving, 
accompanied by less curiosity and less capacity (Bruner, 1961). Per­
haps the most important report is that social Isolation is more 
devastating than sensory deprivation alone (Riesen, 1961).
If a mother is not aware of the additional opportunity she must 
provide the visually disabled child, or rejects the child, it suffers
6both sensory deprivation and social deprivation. In a review of re­
search on maternal deprivation, Ainsworth (1962) concluded that maternal 
deprivation without physical separation can be as devastating as 
maternal deprivation with separation. Evidence was found indicating 
that maternal deprivation could affect development of intellectual pro­
cesses such as language, abstraction, and certain aspects of person­
ality. Yarrow (1961) in his review of literature came to a similar 
conclusion. Therefore, the attitude of the mother which is important 
for the development of any child may have even greater significance for 
the blind child who already is disadvantaged in a sensory modality.
Another effect of sensory isolation, according to McAndrews 
(1962), is rigidity, which is positively related to degree of isola­
tion. He concluded that the deaf are more isolated than the blind, 
who in turn, are more isolated than normal people.
Personality and Adjustment
Sensory defects are reported to have a pervasive influence on 
personality and development of children (Cruickshank, 1963).
Studies of personality differences and differences in adjustment 
between blind and sighted children have yielded varying results.
Barker and his associates (1954) reviewed fifteen studies in which 
various personality inventories were used. Of these, six indicated 
that the blind show greater maladjustment than seeing groups, while 
nine did not demonstrate any consistent significant differences. They 
agreed with Sommer (1944) in questioning the validity of personality 
inventories in research with the blind. The life situations of the
7blind differ greatly from those groups used in standardizing inven­
tories and also many items in such inventories are of "different inter­
pretive significance" for persons with normal sight and for those who 
are blind. For example, in an earlier study Sommers (1944), using the 
California Test of Personality as one measure with 143 adolescent 
blind found indications that personal and social adjustment of blind 
adolescents was below that of seeing adolescents, blind girls being 
slightly better adjusted than blind boys. Sommers concluded, however, 
that this test, designed for the sighted, does not adequately measure 
adjustment of the adolescents within the blind population, but rather 
makes companions of behaviors which might be normally expected of the 
seeing child, but not necessarily reflective of lack of adjustment in 
the blind child.
Morgan (1944) administered orally the "Personal Index" to 128 
visually handicapped boys and girls of 12 years of age or older in a 
residential school for the blind. The results of the blind group 
were compared with boys in a reform school and with test norms. The 
scores of the blind subjects as a group ranked between those of normal 
and reform school boys. These results should be interpreted with 
caution as only 30% of the residential school sample was totally blind 
and the partially seeing children included those who cuuld not adjust 
in a regular public school program.
Land and Vineberg (1965) gathered construct validation for 
the Bailer-Cromwell Children's Locus of Control Scale with 54 blind 
and sighted children matched for M.A. The Scale, which measures a
8trait seemingly related to an individual's ability to perceive himself 
in control of events around him, resulted in lower scores obtained by 
blind children. Maxfleld and Fjeld (1942) using the Vineland Social 
Maturity Scale, found blind children as a group were retarded on 
specific items, tending to be more docile, less active, and showing 
less initiative than seeing children of corresponding ages.
In a study by Kent (1956) three groups matched for age included 
60 pupils from residential schools for the blind, 43 blind pupils from 
New York City Schools, and 60 children from the same schools. A 
control group included 30 children from residential schools. His 
major finding was that regardless of personality type, for all groups 
praise was found to be a more effective motivation than blame. Inter­
estingly "there were no indications that the dynamics of personality 
development in the blind differ from those of other groups."
Underberg et al. (1961) developed instruments for the measure­
ment of child adjustment, parental attitude, and parental understanding. 
Child adjustment measures used were: A Self-concept and Idea1-concept
Sort, a teachers' Behavior Rating Scale, and the Situation Projective 
Test B. Underberg, et al. used a population of 167 adolescents aged 
13 to 18 years, of which 71 were visually disabled from residential 
schools for the blind. A matched control group included 40 sighted 
adolescents. Groups were also divided by degree of visual acuity and 
sex. No overall systematic or consistent differences in adjustment or 
personality attributes were found in the three major groups. Although 
there were no significant differences, partially sighted adolescents
9ranked slightly lower in adjustment than the legally or totally blind. 
Within the residential school sample, males were significantly better 
adjusted than females. No difference in adjustment existed between 
those living in residential schools for the blind and those living at 
home attending public schools.
Observational methods have also been used in the study of 
behavior of blind children. Burlingham (1961) observed five children 
ages 4 to 11 and reported that blind children seem to enjoy playing 
with words more than sighted children. It was found that allowing 
verbalization of their thoughts and disappointments increased their 
acceptance of blindness and often increased curiosity, thus encouraging 
them to use their intelligence more effectively. It was also observed 
that blind children have more difficulty in achieving independence as 
their fear of abandonment is greater, and protection is often difficult 
to relinquish.
Burlingham noted that blind children showed little aggressive­
ness. Aggression was mostly in verbal form, if at all. It was pro­
posed that this occurs because the child cannot see the person to 
aggress against and because dependency and fear of retaliation prevent 
aggressive attack.
While research has suggested that limitations upon normal func­
tioning are imposed by blindness in children, there appears to be no 
consistent trend in identifying the long range effects on personality 
and adjustment. The inconsistency in results on measures of adjust­
ment may reflect variation in methodology used to study the blind.
10
Methodology
Davis (1969) has suggested several reasons for the Inconsis­
tency in results on the personal adjustment of the blind. Many of the 
studies suffer from methodological and sample error. Often variables 
such as age and onset, degree of vision, socio-economic level, and age- 
grade levels are not controlled. Finally, many of the testing devices 
are not appropriate for use with the blind.
Several authors (Cruickshank, 1963; Thompson, 1969; Wright,
1960) have noted a need for controlled behavioral research. Such 
research which utilizes a natural, rather than laboratory environment, 
should be viewed from the standpoint of understanding not only the 
blind child, but also in relation to the implications it may have about 
the role of vision in normal development.
According to researchers the unique experiences of the blind 
seem often to result in anxieties which, in turn, may substantially 
affect adjustment to life situations (Hardy, 1968). However, as stated 
above, studies exploring the personality and social adjustments of the 
blind present mixed results. While some researchers have found blind 
children to show greater maladjustment than sighted children, others 
have found no consistent trends (Barker, 1954). Part of the con­
fusion in results has been attributed to lack of control for signifi­
cant variables, sampling error, inappropriate methodology, and 
inappropriate testing devices.
Carefully designed studies are needed in order to clarify the 
areas of maladjustment, if any, associated with visual handicaps. In
11
addition, Little and Swinton (1969) suggest a need for further research 
in several dimensions including: sex, age, and race of the child,
degree and age of onset of blindness, education, socio-economic status, 
family situation, type of neighborhood school and peer-group relations. 
All of these life situations may have substantial effect on the func­
tioning of visually handicapped children, yet have received scant 
attention.
Attempts to study specific behavioral problems of blind children 
should necessarily draw upon research concerning behavioral problems 
of sighted children. A number of attempts have been made to devise 
satisfactory classification systems for children's emotional disorders 
based on behavioral data (Blackman and Goldstein, 1966; McKinney, 1962; 
Pritchard, 1963). The Behavioral Classification Project (BCP) devised 
by Dreger and associates (1964) is an attempt to look closely at the 
behavior of children, whether emotionally disturbed or normal. The 
purpose of the BCP is to establish a systematic classification of 
children's emotional disorders based on behavioral data gathered from 
parents and parent surrogates of children. One of the requirements for 
inclusion of an item to the BCP was that it be descriptive of behavior, 
thereby minimizing the inference of the respondent concerning the 
child’s behavior.
In an examination of the reliability of the BCP, 81 children 
were tested and retested 9 months later. The resultant coefficients 
ranged from .71 to .92 with an overall correlation of .79 for the 
group. In addition, 58 clinical cases were administered the BCP after
12
a 4-week period. The percentages of self agreement among respondents 
averaged 86.8% (Dreger, 1964). While test-retest reliability was 
high, Gilkey (1972) cautioned against substituting raters other than 
the mother in further studies. While there was a moderate level of 
agreement between parents of Ss, the correlations with teacher and 
self reports were low.
This study, using the BCP as a behavioral index of emotional 
disorder, examines specific behavioral factor dimensions which may 
differ with varying degrees of vision-blindness, partial blindness, and 
sightedness through the use of behavioral reports of mothers and mother 
surrogates. More specifically, the purpose of this study was to 
determine if behavioral differences as measured by the BCP exist be­
tween blind, partially blind, and sighted children and if so, along 
what dimensions and to what degree. In addition, it was an attempt to 
determine if the variables of sex interacts with degree of visual func­
tioning since sexual differences have been studied as an important 
factor in the development of children (Mac Farlane et al., 1954). The 
behavioral dimensions studied included:
Appreciative, concerned, obedient social orientation vs. 
unappreciative, aggressive disobedience
Intellectual and scholastic retardation vs. alert socialized 
scholastic achievement
Disturbed sleep and dreams vs. undisturbed sleep 
Obsessive sado-masochism
Disobedient, sullen, hyperactive aggressiveness 
Anti-social aggressiveness
! i
Negativism vs. peer-aggressive obedience to authorily 
Sadistic incontinence vs. continence 
Temper tantrums
Phobic, negativistic, finicky eating vs. positive eating 
habits
Ruminative obsequiousness
Immature, neurasthenic paranoic reactions
Feminine affectation vs. hysteric apprehensiveness
Negativistic, aggressive sexuality
"Dirty-mindedness" vs. clean speech
Fearful desurgent seclusiveness vs. sociableness
Masochistic psychoid reactions
Verbal psychoid reactions
Anxious organicism
Sexualized, psychoid organicism
Aggressive, psychoid organicism
Clumsiness and visual problems
Organic psychosis
Functional psychosis
Anxious Affect hunger vs. "no problems"
Passive-aggressive, submissive physical well-being 
Anxious psychosomatic reaction vs. regressiveness 
Differential achievement and sexualized tension 
Displaced aggressiveness vs. direct aggressiveness 
In addition, a sample of visually handicapped mothers' reports
14
of behavior was compared to house-mother reports of behavior in order 
to examine the consistency of the subjects' reported behavior. 
Further, teachers were interviewed in order to assess the subjects on 
the behavioral dimensions as an additional assessment.
METHOD
Subjects
jjs consisted of 54 Caucasian children, 27 males and 27 females 
of the ages of 6 through 13 years. Ss were divided into three groups 
of visual functioning including 20 sighted children, 18 partially blind 
children, and 16 totally blind children. Visually handicapped j>s were 
drawn from populations of legally blind children attending school at 
the Louisiana State School for the Blind in Baton Rouge, Louisiana; 
the Mississippi State School for the Blind in Jackson, Mississippi; 
and the Texas State School for the Blind in Austin, Texas. Of the 34 
visually handicapped children, 14 £s were day students and 20 Ss 
resided at the school. Day and residential Ss in the sample were 
pooled on the basis of a preliminary MANOVA analysis yielding no sig­
nificant differences. JSs in the sighted group were drawn from children 
attending school in the East Baton Rouge Parish School System in Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana.
Visually handicapped Ss were divided into Partially Blind and 
Blind groups based on the criteria of residual visual functioning with 
sane measure of visual acuity for partially Blind Ss. All blind j>s 
must have been visually handicapped at birth or prior to the age of 3 
years. Children disabled by accident or those multi-handicapped were 
not included in the sample.
In general the Sighted Group can be cltaracterized as primarily
15
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composed of children whose families represent the upper socio-economic 
levels as described by McGuire and White (1955) in terms of occupation, 
income, and educational levels. The visually handicapped groups, on 
the other hand, were primarily composed of children whose families 
represent middle socio-economic levels. The classification of j>s' 
families by socio-economic levels as well as mean age and grade levels 
of Ss are given in Table 1. The mean age was higher and grade levels 
were generally lower for the visually handicapped Ss than for the 
sighted Ss.
Procedure
All mothers were initially contacted by mail and asked to par­
ticipate in a study of visually handicapped children. Mothers of £s 
were administered the Behavioral Classification Project (BCP) developed 
by Dreger £t aJL. (1964). Each BCP form was identified by number and 
classification and respondents were informed that the identity of the 
individuals' responses would not be disclosed and would be reported 
only in terms of group results.
Respondents were asked to read the standard instructions found 
on the BCP face sheet (see Appendix 1). All feasible precautions 
were taken to insure that the various respondents had no opportunity 
to collaborate on their responses. The necessity of completing the 
form without help from another family member was strongly stressed.
The E was present to answer questions during the administration with 
the exception of three mothers who were presented the material through 
the mail. In addition, mothers were asked to answer questions concerning
17
TABLE 1 
DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Blind Partially Blind Sighted
Males Females Males Females Males Females
Mean Age 8.7 10.2 9.3 10.5 8.2 8.1
Mean Grade Level 1.2 2.6 2.2 3.1 3.2 3.1
Mean Socio­
economic 
Groupings* 4.2 3.6 4.3 3.9 2.0 2.8
* 1 - 2  upper socio-economic grouping 
3-4 middle socio-economic grouping
18
the head of the household In relation to income, occupation and educa­
tion. The information was converted to a numeric socio-economic scale 
used in reporting mean levels of the £>s families (see Appendix II).
As an additional procedure to check interrater reliability for 
this sample, housemothers of visually handicapped subjects who resided 
at the schools for the blind were also administered the BCP. The same 
standard instructions and information as given the mothers were 
presented to housemothers.
All but five teachers of the j>s participated in interviews con­
cerning specific behaviors of individual Ss. During the interview the 
interviewer rated the teacher’s opinion of the subjects on each of the 
30 behavioral dimensions using a scale from 1 to 5 (see Appendix III).
RESULTS
All BCPs were scored for each of the j>s. The factor loading 
of each "true" response on the BCP form was recorded under the appro­
priate factor name. Factor scores were computed for each £5 on each 
of the 30 factors. The factor scores were then converted to scaled 
scores (see Appendices IV and V). The scaled scores were subjected 
to a 2 x 3 MANOVA procedure, including sex and 3 levels of visual 
functioning. The analysis yielded an overall significance test as well 
as a separate 2 x 3  analysis for each of the 30 factors.
Significant differences existed between Blind, Partially Blind, 
and Sighted Groups on the BCP, based on the Hotelling-Lawley's trace 
analysis (p <  .02). The analysis did not indicate significant overall 
differences in the sex variable nor in the Sex X Visual Functioning 
interaction; therefore, further statistical analyses were not indi­
cated .
The results of the Independent 2 x 3  ANOVAs were then subjected 
to a Duncan Multiple Range test for each of the 30 factor dimensions 
for the variable of visual functioning. The obtained results indicated 
significant differences for 14 of the 30 dimensions at the .05 level 
using 40 df. No significant differences were found for the factors: 
Disturbed sleep and dreams va. undisturbed sleep; obsessive sado­
masochism; disobedient, sullen, hyperactive, aggressiveness; anti­
social aggressiveness; sadistic incontinence vs. continence; phobic
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negativistic, finicky eating vs. positive eating habits; inanature 
neurasthenic paranoid reactions; negativistic, aggressive sexuality; 
masochistic psychoid reactions; verbal psychoid reactions; anxious 
organlclsm; anxious affect hunger vs. "no problems;" passive- 
aggressive, submissive physical well-being; anxious psychosomatic reac­
tion vs. regressiveness; differential achievement and sexualized 
tension; displaced aggressiveness vs. direct aggressiveness.
The Blind Group differed significantly from the Sighted Group 
on 10 factors: Appreciative, concerned obedient social orientation vs.
unappreciative, aggressive disobedience; intellectual and scholastic 
retardation vs. alert socialized scholastic achievement; self- 
derogating school phobia; negativism vs. peer-aggressive obedience to 
authority; ruminative obsequiousness; feminine affectation vs. 
hysterical apprehensiveness; fearful, desurgent seclusiveness vs. 
sociableness; aggressive, psychoid organicism; organic psychosis; 
functional psychosis. Significant differences between the Blind and 
Partially Blind Group were found on 3 factors: Temper tantrums;
sexualized, psychoid organicism; clumsiness and visual problems. The 
Partially Blind Group significantly differed from the Sighted Group on 
4 factors: Ruminative obsequiousness; feminine affectation vs. hysteric
apprehensiveness; "dirty-mindedness" vs. clean speech; clumsiness and 
visual problems.
The mean scaled scores for Blind, Partially Blind and Sighted 
Groups for the 30 BCP factor dimensions are shown in Table II. On 
single order factors scaled scores ranged frt*m 1 to 5. The higher the
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TABLE II
MEAN SCALED SCORES FOR BLIND, PARTIALLY BLIND, AND SIGHTED 
GROUPS FOR 30 FACTOR DIMENSIONS ON THE BCP
Factor Dimension Blind
Partially
Blind Sighted
1. Appreciative, concerned, obedient 
social orientation vs. unapprecia­
tive, aggressive disobedience 3.25 3.33 3.70*
2. Intellectual and scholastic retarda­
tion vs. alert socialized scholastic 
achievement 2.63 2.50 2 .10*
3. Disturbed sleep and dreams vs. 
undisturbed sleep 1.87 2.17 1.90
4. Obsessive sado-masochism 1.13 1.00 1.15
5. Self-derogating school phobia 1.94 1.61 1.20*
6 . Disobedient, sullen, hyperactive 
aggressiveness 2.56 2.17 2.45
7. Anti-social aggressiveness 1.50 1.67 1.65
8 . Negativism vs. peer-aggressive 
obedience to authority 2.94 2.72 2.25*
9. Sadistic incontinence vs. 
continence 1.75 2.05 1.85
10. Temper tantrums 2 .0 0 1.33 1.60***
11. Phobic, negativistic, finicky eating 
vs. positive eating habits 1.88 2.22 1.85
12. Ruminative obsequiousness 2 .88 2.50 1.50**
13. Immature, neurasthenic paranoic 
reactions 2.25 2.28 1.95
14. Feminine affectation vs. 
hysteric apprehensiveness 2.75 2.67 2-15J*
15. Negativistic, aggressive sexuality 1.19 1.28 1.25
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TABLE II (Continued)
Factor Dimension Blind Partinlly 
Blind
Sightud
16. "Dirty-mindedness" vs. clean speech 1.88 1.22 2.15**
17. Fearful, desurgent seclusiveness vs. 
sociableness 1.81 1.50 1.25*
18. Masochistic psychoid reactions 1.31 1.39 1.40
19. Verbal psychoid reactions 2.06 2.05 1.65
20. Anxious organicism 1.25 1.11 1.00
21. Sexualized, psychoid organicism 1.94 1.17 1.30***
22. Aggressive, psychoid organicism 1.94 1.61 1.20*
23. Clumsiness and visual problems 1.44 2.61 1.10***
24. Organic psychosis 1.69 1.22 1.10*
25. Functional psychosis 1.75 1.44 1.20*
26. Anxious effect hunger vs. 
"no problems" 2.63 2.44 2.90
27. Passive-aggressive, submissive 
physical well-being 2 .50 2.67 2.80
28. Anxious psychosomatic reaction vs. 
regressiveness 2.50 2.55 2.60
29. Differential achievement and 
sexualized tension 2 .00 1.67 1.65
30. Displaced aggressiveness vs. 
direct aggressiveness 3.25 3.17 3.10
Sig. p C .05 * Blind vs. Sighted
** Partially Blind vs. Sighted 
*** Blind vs. Partially Blind
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value the greater the occurrence of behaviors loading on that factor.
On bipolar factors scaled scores ranged from 1 to 5 with higher 
values representing a greater degree of the first factor named. The 
mean scores for the Blind Group on significantly differing factors were 
in the direction of greater behavioral disorder when compared with 
Sighted and Partially Blind Groups with the exception of the "Clumsi­
ness and Visual Problems" factor which was higher for the Partially 
Blind Group. Mean scores for the Partially Blind Group for significant 
factors were in the direction of greater behavioral disorder when com­
pared with the Sighted Group with the exception of the "'Dirty- 
mindedness' vs. clean speech" factor which was higher for the Sighted 
Group.
The scaled scores for each of the 30 dimensions were combined 
for each cell in the 2 X 3  analysis to form a profile of mean scores 
for each of the six cells: Blind Males, Blind Females, Partially
Blind Males, Partially Blind Females, Sighted Males, and Sighted 
Females. The mean scores were subjected to Cattell's rp, profile of 
similarity, which yielded the degree of similarity between patterns of 
the scores on the 30 factors for each group in comparison with each 
other group (Cattell, 1949). Significance tests for all of the £p 
analyses were taken from a table provided by Horn (1961). The results 
shown in Table III indicated greater similarity overall between males 
and females in the same group of visual functioning with the exception 
that the profile of Sighted Males was more similar to that of 
Partially Blind Females than Sighted Females. In addition, visually
TABLE III
PROFILE OF SIMILARITY BETWEEN BLIND, PARTIALLY BLIND AND SIGHTED 
GROUPS FOR BOTH MALES AND FEMALES
Blind
Males
Blind
Females
Partially
Blind
Males
Partially
Blind
Females
Sighted
Males
Sighted
Females
Blind Males 1.00
Blind Females .810** 1.00
Partially Blind 
Males - .094 - .057 1.00
Partially Blind 
Females .008 .006 .039 l.CO
Sighted Males - .167 - .203* - .189 - .127 1.00
Sighted Females - .219* - .223* - .241* - .141 - .132 1.00
Sig. p < .05 *
p 4, .01 **
N J
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handicapped groups showed greater similarity with each other than with
the Sighted Group. These results were consistent with the results of
the MANOVA analysis.
In order to test the interrater reliabilities for this sample, 
four housemothers of JSs residing at a school for the blind responded 
to BCP items concerning 20 of the 34 visually handicapped Ss. Factor 
scores of the housemothers' responses were converted to scaled scores 
for each of the 30 factor dimensions for each j>s. The scaled scores 
of mothers and housemothers were subjected to an £p analysis for each 
j>. ips ranged from -.278 to .421. Correlation coefficients for the 
20 Ss indicated a significant positive relationship for two jJs at the 
.05 level and significant jTpS for three jjs at the .01 level. A
significant negative relationship was found between profiles of mother
and housemother respondents for two j>s at the .05 level and for one Ss 
at the .01 level. Results are shown in Table IV.
In order to provide an additional measure of the consistency 
of mothers' reports with other observations, the teacher interview 
scale, based on the BCP and completed by the interviewer for 49 of the 
54 teachers, were correlated with the scaled scores of mothers' 
responses. The analysis yielded coefficients of similarity between 
teacher interview and mother responses for each for the profiles of 
scores on the 30 BCP factor dimensions. The analysis of the r. which
" T
ranged from -.439 to .596, indicated significant positive rps for nine 
Ss at the .01 level and for six Sa at the .05 level. Significant
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TABLE IV
rp CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF BCP PROFILES BETWEEN MOTHERS AND 
HOUSEMOTHERS FOR 20 VISUALLY HANDICAPPED SUBJECTS
Subject iP
1 .019
2 -.128
3 .120
4 .019
5 .297*
6 .205
7 .050
8 -.169
9 -.278**
10 .071
11 .272*
12 .403**
13 .327**
14 .207
15 .182
16 -.246*
17 -.221*
18 .421**
19 .086
20 .076
Sig. p < .05 *
P  <  .01 **
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negative iTpS were found for three Ss at the .01 level and six Ss at 
the .05 level. The results are shown in Table V.
In order to test the interrater reliabilities for each of the 
30 BCP factor dimensions the scaled scores of the housemothers' 
responses on the BCP were correlated with the scaled scores of the 
mothers for the 20 visually handicapped Ss residing at the school for 
the blind. The data was subjected to a Pearson jr correlation for the 
Ss on each of the 30 factor dimensions. The correlations coefficients 
obtained for each dimension were converted to Fisher Z scores and 
averaged. The Z-score mean was then reconverted to an overall corre­
lation coefficient. Correlation coefficients were significant for five 
of the 30 BCP factor dimensions which included the factors: Apprecia­
tive, concerned, obedient social orientation vs. unappreciative; 
aggressive disobedience; anti-social aggressiveness; temper tantrums; 
phobic, negativistic, finicky eating vs. positive eating habits; 
clumsiness and visual problems. The correlation coefficients ranged 
from -.23 to .50 and the resulting overall r of .17 was not signifi­
cant (df 18, p<.05). Results are shown in Table VI.
The same statistical procedure was used to compare reliabili­
ties between the teacher interview scores which ranged from 1 to 5 and
the mothers' scaled scores for the 49 Ss on each of the 30 BCP factor
dimensions. Pearson r correlation coefficients were significant for 
eight of the 30 BCP factor dimensions and included the factors: 
intellectual and scholastic retardation vs. alert scholastic achieve­
ment; disturbed sleep and dreams vs. undisturbed sleep; obsessive
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TABLE V
r CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF MOTHERS' BCP RESPONSES 
P AND TEACHER INTERVIEWS FOR 49 SUBJECTS
Subject iP Subject ip
1 -.87 26 .570 *
2 .054 27 .062
3 .009 28 -.308 **
4 .144 29 .241 *
5 -.318 * 30 .446 **
6 -.028 31 .071
7 -.004 32 -.256 *
8 - .192 33 .276 *
9 .103 34 .341 **
10 .078 35 .362 **
11 -.242 * 36 -.439 **
12 -.239 * 37 .191
13 -.053 38 .362 **
14 .089 39 -.114
15 -.351 ** 40 .372 **
16 -.006 41 -.143 *
17 .029 42 .089
18 .414 ** 43 .034
19 .304 * 44 .290 *
20 -.081 45 .184
21 .150 46 .368 **
22 .596 ** 47 .269 *
23 .420 ** 48 .086
24 .138 49 .188
25 -.224 *
Sig. p < .05 *
p < .01 **
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TABLE VI
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN MOTHERS' AND HOUSEMOTHERS' 
SCALED SCORES AND MOTHERS' AND TEACHER INTERVIEW 
SCALED SCORES FOR 30 BCP FACTOR DIMENSIONS
Factor Mother- Mother-
Dimension Housemother Fisher 
Pearson r
1 .48 * .523
2 .19 .192
3 -.09 -.090
4 - . 1 1 .110
5 .20 .203
6 .08 .080
7 .50 * .549
8 .19 .192
9 .10 .100
10 .50 * .549
11 .50 * .549
12 -.30 -.309
13 .20 .202
14 .42 .447
15 .19 .090
16 .08 .080
17 .41 .435
18 .09 .090
19 .28 .288
20 -.23 -.234
21 -.06 -.060
22 - . 2 0 - .20 2
23 .48 * .523
24 .06 .601
25 .36 .376
26 .29 .298
27 - . 1 1 - . 1 1 0
28 .13 .130
29 .33 .343
30 -.19 -.192
Z Teacher Fisher Z
Pearson r
.22 .224
.31 * .321
.36 * .377
.39 * .411
.00 .000
-.24 .245
.29 * .299
.11 .110
.06 . 060
.02 . 020
.27 .277
.14 .140
.03 .030
-.06 . 060
.28 * .288
.33* .343
.26 .266
.04 .040
.26 .266
.59 * .678
-.08 -.080
.26 .266
.14 .141
.20 .203
-.08 -.080
-.10 -.100
-.06 -.060
.46 * .497
.12 .121
-.06 -.060
Sig. p <  .05 *
DISCUSSION
Examination of the results supports the conclusion that differ­
ences in problem behaviors as reported by the mothers exist between 
blind, partially blind, and sighted children as measured by the BCP.
Before discussing the specific areas of differences it is important to 
emphasize that the results of the study reflect only mothers' percep­
tions of the childrens' behavior. The examination of the consistency 
of reported behaviors as reflected by different respondents in differ­
ent situations showed that mothers and housemothers did not agree to a 
significant degree concerning some of the children. Similarly, the 
teacher interview scale which provided a different measure of behaviors 
included in the BCP yielded significantly similar profiles for 15 of 
the 49 students indicating moderate agreement. These results parallel 
Gilkey's (1972) findings that moderate agreement is found between 
mothers and other respondents. The conclusion that mother respondents 
should not be mixed with that of other respondents is supported here by 
the interrater reliabilities.
One possible explanation for the low interrater reliabilities which 
were found is the variability of reliabilities for the individual factor 
dimensions as were indicated in the results. Behaviors exhibited by chil­
dren in different situations and sampled by mothers, housemothers, and 
teachers may vary. For example, the factor called anxious organicism
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sado-masochism; anti-social aggressiveness; negativistic, aggressive 
sexuality; "dirty-mindedness" vs. clean speech; anxious organicism; 
anxious psychosomatic reaction vs. regressivcness. The correlation 
coefficients ranged from -.06 to .59 and the overall £  of .20 was not 
significant (df 48 p < .05). These results are shown in Table VI.
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was significantly correlated for mothers and teachers, but negatively 
correlated for mothers and housemothers. One of the items included 
is, "Cries when leaving mother to go to school or to camp or to other
places." Such a behavior may not be as likely to be viewed by a
respondent whose role is that of housemother. Some factors, then, may 
include behaviors which are more reliably seen by different observers, 
while others are not.
Regardless of explanation, it is important in making use of 
the BCP with any population to be aware that results may differ
depending on the respondent. This does not minimize, however, the use­
fulness of the BCP in identifying problem areas as perceived by the 
mothers. In terms of use in individual cases the BCP can provide 
specific information as to the problem areas which can then be com­
pared with other measures and other respondent reports to provide data 
to assist in planning an intervention. Similarly, as a measure used 
for identifying problem areas within a population, as is done in this 
study, the BCP can provide a framework to identify the areas of 
problem behaviors as perceived by the mothers which then allows for a 
more thorough examination of the significance of the problem dimen­
sions for a specific population.
As stated above, the results of this study indicated overall 
significant differences in degree of problem behaviors between visually 
handicapped and sighted children as measured by mothers' responses on 
the BCP. While 16 of the specific factor dimensions described on the 
BCP reflected no significant differences, 14 of the factors resulted
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in identifying areas where behaviors differed for the three groups.
No overall sex difference was found for the sample as has been found 
in past research using other measures (Lapouse and Monk, 1968; Wolff, 
1969; MacFarlane «5t ,al«» 1954). The difference in results may reflect 
the nature of the BCP as a measuring instrument which relies on 
behavioral data rather than inferred states and intervening variables. 
As was clearly demonstrated by the rp analysis, the subjects showed 
greater dissimilarity in terms of visual functioning than in terms of 
sexual grouping.
The pattern of the results for the individual dimensions indi­
cated that higher scores were most often found for the Blind Group 
followed by the Partially Blind Group and the lowest scores for the 
Sighted Group. For 10 of the factors the Blind Group differed signifi­
cantly with the Sighted, while the Partially Blind Group mean fell 
between th two and did not differ significantly from either. These 
results support the need to clearly define level of visual functioning 
in future research, since the Partially Blind Group tended to reflect 
less extreme scores and might in fact, obscure results if included in 
a "blind" sample.
While the BCP is an instrument used as an index of emotional 
disorder, the conclusions of this study cannot necessarily interpret 
behavior differences as indicative of emotional disorder. Rather, the 
results do identify areas in which differences exist in degree of 
behavioral problems. Further examination beyond the scope of this 
study is needed in order to examine the significance of that difference
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in terms of pathology. As Sommer (1944) stated, the life situations 
of the blind differ greatly from those groups used in standardizing 
inventories and as such the items are of "different interpretive sig­
nificance" for persons who are blind. For example, factor 17, which 
is called Fearful, desurgent, seclusiveness vs. sociableness includes 
the item "does not join in group activities." Blindness imposes 
restrictions in terms of mobility and makes it less likely for the 
blind child to be involved in group activities. This lack of involve­
ment, however, would be interpreted differently for a seeing child who 
chooses not to join in group activities for other reasons. Therefore, 
while blind children are, in fact, more seclusive, the nature of the 
seclusiveness differs from that of a sighted child.
In order to examine the factors more thoroughly, a brief 
description of factors which indicated significant differences, and 
summary of results are reviewed below.
Factor 1 is called appreciative, concerned, obedient social 
orientation vs. unappreciative, aggressive disobedience. A high score 
indicates an obedient child \ lie a low score suggests a child who does 
not obey, or express appreciation for kindness. The items loading on 
this factor included: plays well with other children, says I'm sorry,
vs. does not obey unless physically punished, does not follow instruc­
tions. The mean score of the Sighted Group significantly differed from 
the Blind Group in the direction of a greater appreciative, concerned, 
obedient orientation. The mean of the Partially Blind Group fell 
between that of the other groups and did not differ significantly from 
e i I he r.
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Factor 2 is called Intellectual and scholastic retardation vs. 
alert and socialized scholastic achievement. The items loading on this 
factor included: Works below ability, reads poorly, poor at arithmetic,
says I can't vs. reads as well as others his own age, catches onto new 
assignments before others. As indicated the factor reflects school 
achievement and academic ability. It was not surprising that the 
mothers of the Blind Group indicated significantly greater scholastic 
retardation from the Sighted Group in view of the educational limita­
tions imposed by blindness. Again, for this factor, the Partially Blind 
Group mean, while closer to that of the Blind Group, was not signifi­
cantly different from either. The results are understandable in that 
the Partially Blind child has some capacity to use visual cues in 
addition to other senses during the process of learning. In addition, 
mothers may have used the special class situation as a standard to 
answer such items as "catches onto new assignments before others." In 
an atmosphere where visual problems are the focus the progress of the 
child may be viewed differently than it would be in a class of pre­
dominantly normally sighted children.
Factor 5 is called self-derogating school phobia. The items 
loading on this factor included: says things like "I'm no good," "I
wish I were dead," plays hookey from school, says "I hate school."
The higher scores indicate a child who dislikes the school situation 
and finds it difficult. The Blind Group scored significantly higher 
than the Sighted Group while the Partially Blind Group was not signifi­
cantly different from either. The same pattern as evident in the
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scholastic achievement factor was paralleled. The results indicate 
that both greater difficulty and greater uneasiness with school are 
evidenced with the difficulty imposed by visual handicap.
Factor is called negativism vs. peer-aggressive obedience to 
authority. The items loading on this factor included: Does not
answer when spoken to, very slow, loses things vs. obeys promptly 
without grumbling, or sometimes does more than asked. The Blind Group 
significantly differed from the Sighted Group, indicating greater degree 
of obedient behavior by the normally sighted children. The Partially 
Blind Group fell between the other two groups and was more similar to 
the Blind Group although the difference was not significant. Although 
the causative factors cannot be determined by this study, a possible 
factor may be the reaction of the mother to the visually handicapped 
child. As Land and Vineberg (1965) suggested, parents of blind 
children commonly are overprotective toward their child, which may 
reflect a tendency to "expect" less from the handicapped child in terms 
of responding to commands.
Factor 10 is called temper tantrums. Items loading on this 
factor included: screams more than others do, shows signs of anger
such as red face or raised voice in situations when others do not, 
suddenly breaks out in screaming or kicking or cursing. Children in 
the Partially Blind Group reportedly exhibited fewer of these behaviors 
than the other two groups. The difference was significant between 
Partially Blind and Blind groups while the Sighted Group mean was 
between the two.
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Factor 12 is called ruminative obsequiousness. Items loading 
on this factor include: Says things like "I'm sorry" or "I didn't mean
it" more often than others do, repeats same act over and over, talks 
continuously about one thought or idea, accepts bossing from other 
children. The higher scores represent overly apologetic, self-conscious 
and unassertive behaviors. Both of the visually handicapped groups 
were significantly higher than the Sighted Group for these behaviors.
The item content reflects a non-assertive stance which has been found 
in other studies. For example, Maxfield and Fjeld (1942) found Blind 
children tended to be more docile, less active and show less initiative 
than seeing children of corresponding ages. In addition, Burlingham 
(1961) reported that blind children seem to enjoy playing with words 
more than sighted children. The higher scores of the visually handi­
capped groups, then, are consistent with past research concerning the 
behavior of blind children.
Factor 14 is called feminine affectation vs. hysteric apprehen­
siveness. Items loading on this factor include: uses expressions
like, "0, my dear. How very very lovely," behaves like opposite sex 
vs. vomits his food when upset, asks many questions about sex, tells 
people his chest hurts or that he can't breathe. Both of the visually 
handicapped groups significantly differed from the sighted group in 
the direction of greater homoerotic behaviors. As Van't Hooft and 
Heslinga (1968) pointed out, blind children must be taught about sex 
what the sighted learn automatically. The conception of differences 
between sexes is accompanied by misinterpretation and is developed much
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later than with sighted children. Some of the items on this factor 
may reflect the later development of concepts of sexuality by blind 
children.
Factor 16 is called "Dirty-minded" vs. clean speech. Items 
loading on this factor include: uses "dirty" words, uses "hell,"
"damn," or other swear words, vs. uses "clean" words, without any 
swear words. The Partially Blind Group differed from the Sighted Group 
in the direction of less use of "dirty words," while the Blind Group 
mean was between the two groups.
Factor 17 is called fearful, desurgent seclusiveness vs. 
sociableness. Items loading on this factor include: Does not play
with other children, runs off when others call him, does not Join in 
group activities, rarely smiles vs. plays with other children his own 
age, children ask him to play or call him friend. The Blind Group 
differed significantly from the Sighted Group in the direction of 
greater seclusiveness. The Partially Blind group mean was between the 
two although not significantly different from either. As Fessler (1966) 
pointed out, limitations upon normal functioning are imposed by blind­
ness in children. The mobility of the visually handicapped child is 
hampered and the likelihood of initiating play activity with other 
children is thus reduced.
Factor 21 is called sexualized, psychoid organicism. Items 
loading on this factor include: foot is twisted and turns in, runs
with one foot to side or dragging, has trouble picking things up with 
one hand more than others, grinds teeth. Behaviors frequently indi­
cating neurological disturbances as well as some sexual items are
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included in this factor. The Partially Blind Group reported showed 
fewer of the behaviors than the Blind Group, but did not significantly 
differ from the Sighted Group. The difference in this factor, as with 
others, may reflect the nature of the item content and should be inter­
preted with caution. For example, the difficulty that a totally blind 
child has in picking up objects or dropping objects may reflect lack of 
visual cues more than organic involvement.
Factor 22 is called aggressive, psychoid organicism. Items 
loading on this factor include; jerks or twists his muscles or parts 
of his body, continual singing, humming, whistling that annoys others; 
echoes or parrots words of others; eats sand, wood or paper; trembles, 
shakes, jerks. The Blind Group was significantly higher than the 
Sighted Group in exhibiting these behaviors, while the mean of the 
Partially Blind group was between the two. The significance of the 
item content for blind children may differ from that of seeing children 
on this factor. For example, items such as, continual singing, 
parroting words, eating sand or wood, may in fact be functionally 
important for the blind child in relating to the environment and people 
around him. These same behaviors, on the other hand, might reflect 
neurological disturbance if exhibited by a seeing child.
Factor 23 is called clumsiness and visual problems. Items 
loading on this factor include: stumbles or falls easily; has many
accidents such as falls or cuts; holds book closer to eyes than others 
do or rubs eyes or squints. The Partially Blind Group differed sig­
nificantly in the direction of visual problems Irom both Lhe Sighted
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and Blind Groups. The Blind Group mean did not significantly differ 
from the Sighted Group. Several explanations are possible for these 
surprising results. First, the items do not apply to blind children in 
some cases. For example, a partially blind child may hold a book 
closer and thereby reflect a visual difficulty. The same behavior, 
however, is meaningless in terms of the Blind child who would not use 
vision in the case of reading. In addition, the partially blind child 
who has some degree of visual functioning will attempt to use his sight 
and be more likely to exhibit clumsiness than the blind child who 
develops other senses and may be more cautious in terms of mobility.
Factor 24 is called organic psychosis. Items loading on this 
factor include: claims that voices make him do things; hears voices;
drools; bangs head against bed in sleep; claims to see things; says 
things run through his head; keeps things that others say are strange. 
The Blind Group differed significantly from the Lighted Group in the 
direction of exhibiting more behaviors reflective of organic involve­
ment. Again, as with factors mentioned above, the incidence of 
behaviors such as "claims to see things" may be reflective of dealing 
with their blindness rather than an indicator of organiclty or psy­
chosis.
Factor 25 is called functional psychosis. Items loading on 
this factor include: does not complain when cut or injured; denies
feeling pain; reports sad events without sad facial expressions; sweats 
or perspires more than others. The Blind Group differed significantly 
in scoring higher on the factor, while the Partially Blind group fell 
between the two.
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In simxnary, mothers of children with congenital blindness indi­
cated significantly higher scores in the direction of more behavior 
problems than did mothers of partially blind or sighted children. The 
scores of the partially blind group most often fell between that of Lhe 
blind and sighted groups and did not for most of the 30 factor dimen­
sions differ significantly from either group. The conclusion that the 
marginal position of the partially seeing child often intensifies his 
personality and adjustment problems (Greenberg and Jorden, 1957) was 
not supported. The results point to a need for research concerning 
behavioral problems that accompany visual handicaps as well as how the 
behavioral differences are perceived by significant people in the 
child's life.
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APPENDIX I
INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT - ON62
For each of the statements on the accompanying sheets, the 
question concerning your child is, "Has it been true or false of your 
child in the past six months?" If it has been true, make a mark 
on the line under "True." If it has not been true, make a mark on 
the line under "False." Please mark every item. If you do not know, 
mark "False." Mark the items carefully but quickly.
Please put the following number in the upper right hand comer 
of the first sheet of statements:
After you have put the above number on the first sheet of 
statements, kindly fill in the following:
Number
Name of child Date of Birth
Age
Sex: Boy Race: White
Girl Nonwhite
Today's date:
(Leave blank)
School or Clinic number:
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True
BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT -- ON62 
REVISED BCP ITEMS
False
  1. Turns up radio or TV higher than others do, or asks
others to say words over, or turns head toward sounds.
  2. Says "I can't do it" or "I'm not any good at that,"
or leaves task when he fails 
_____ 3. Bites nails, palms, or fingers
  4. Runs away from home
  5. Behaves like opposite sex, or does such things as
boys wearing dresses or girls wrestling
  6 . Declares that others are against him or that others
talk about him behind his back
  7. Says he is bothered by pimples or skin rashes or
skin trouble
  8 . Catches onto new assignments before others do, or
works without extra help, or goes beyond required 
assignment
  9. Writes as well as others his own age
  10. Claims to be tired more than others his age, or
stops to rest more than others 
  11. Often asks for favors or gifts
  12. Tells people that his chest hurts or that he can't
breathe right
  13. Does little or no homework now where before he did
what the teacher asked him to do 
_____ 14. Cries out in sleep
  15. Writes words backward
  16. Repeats same acts over and over
  17. Says that certain things just keep running through
his head
  18. Has many accidents such as falls or cuts or bruises
  19. Runs off or says nothing when others call him names
or push and pick at him or laugh at him
  20. Plays with younger children even if children his
own age are around
  21. Sought out by others, or others state they like him,
or he is among first chosen for teams 
  22. Says his stomach hurts
_____ 23. Twists his fingers or cracks knuckles or bites lips
  24. Uses "dirty" words
  25. Loses things like toys, clothes, books
  26. Is very slow in such things as dressing, bathing,
eating 
  27. Is fat
_____ 28. Does not answer when spoken lo
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29. When asked questions about himself, he fails to 
answer, or says he does not know
30. Reads poorly
31. Eats nose pickings
32. Has bowel movements only in toilet, does not mess
clothes with bowel movements, has no bowel "accidents"
33. Tosses and turns or rolls in sleep
34. Teases brothers or sisters
35. Says he fears losing his mind or losing control of
himself
36. Uses words easily without fumbling for words, or 
without using the wrong word, or without saying he 
forgot what he was trying to say
37. Faints, passes out, "falls out," or blacks out
38. Finishes task last, asks for help, or makes many 
mistakes in learning
39. Fights or shouts or shakes his fist when others 
call him names or push and pick at him or laugh 
at him
40. Stays out later than he is supposed to
41. Falls out of bed when he is asleep
42. Rarely smiles, or often says he feels sad, or cries
often
43. Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch
44. Takes care of his appearance by doing such things 
as combing hair or dressing neatly
45. Pulls, twists, chews at own clothes
46. Enters others' homes without permission
47. Complains "nobody loves me"
48. Says things like "I can do about anything" or "I'm
pretty good"
49. Suddenly breaks out in shouting or screaming or 
kicking or cursing
50. Has bowel movements in his clothing at night
51. Talks in his sleep
52. Makes failing grades in arithmetic, makes many 
mistakes with numbers, or says he does not like 
arithmetic
53. Bites his tongue
54. Says "It hurts" in his private parts or sex parts
55. Uses "dirty" actions or gestures
56. Says another child did the thing of which he is 
accused
57. Shows signs of anger such as red face or raised 
voice in situations where others do not
58. Stays inside room or house more than others his age
59. Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
(>0. Children ask him to play, or call him llieir lilrinl
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True False
  _____  61. Hand or foot twitches or jerks a little during the
day when he is awake 
  _____  62. Writes "dirty"words
  _____  63. Vomits or throws up his food when he claims he is
worried or upset or sad 
  _____  64. Chatters or keeps talking, or interrupts conver­
sation
  _____  65. Claims that he has bad dreams
  _____  6 6 . Says he feels that something dreadful is going to
happen
  _____  67. Clings to his mother, or stays close to her, or
hangs onto her dress or hand
  _____  6 8 . Has begun to steal, when before this he did not do so
  _____  69. Says "I don't have any problems," "Everything's
all right," "I'm not worried or bothered about 
anything"
  _____  70. Makes up big stories, or tells tales others say
they do not believe
  _____  71. Says things like "You like Billy more" or "You
gave him more than you did me"
  _____  72. Puts things away, takes care of things
  _____  73. Says things like "That's not so good," "So, that's
not very important," "I don't believe it," "So what?"
  _____  74. Used to say things like "I'm sorry you're not
feeling good" or "You feel unhappy, don't you?" but 
now he does not say things like that
_____ _____  75. Tattles or tells on other children
  ______ 76. East most foods given to him or asks for food
____ _____  77. Says "It hurts" when he has a bowel movement
  _____  78. Talks continually about one thought or idea
  ______ 79. Claims to hear voices others say they cannot hear
_____ ______ 80. Quits or shows anger when he does not win, or
others say he is a poor loser.
_____   81. Others say he is too obedient or too good
    82. Jerks or twitches his muscles or parts of his body
  ______ 83. Tells parent8 or others they just do not under­
stand him 
    84. Steals at home
_____   85. Says it is hard to move his bowels, or takes things
for his bowels more than others do
_____   8 6 . Seeks out older children to play with although
children his own age are around
    87. Says "I wish I were a girl (or a boy)" (the opposite
sex)
    8 8. Asks to be held or hugges, or climbs into laps of
adults or seeks other expressions of affection
    89. Has begun to use "dirty" words where before lie was
not doing so
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True False
  _____  90. Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily
  _____ 91. Sets fires
  _____  92. Nose is runny most of the time
  _____  93. Wets pants while awake
  _____  94. Helps out around the house
  _____  95. Drags one foot when he walks
_ _ _  _____  96. Says such things as "I am too sick to go to school"
or "I'm too tired to mow the lawn"
  _____  97. Does not play with other children
  _____  98. Sasses or talks back to adults
  _____  99. Says that everyone picks on him
  _____  100. Remains in one position for long periods
  _____  101. Goes to the doctor only when he claims to hurt or
has hurt himself
  _____  102. Washes or bathes when it is not called for
  _____  103. Claims to see things others deny seeing
  _____  104. At one time says things like "I'm feeling just
wonderful, great, I'm on top of the world," and 
at another time "Life's not worth living, I'm 
terribly unhappy"
  _____  105. When he gets his share of things, does not ask
for more or say things like "That's not fair"
    106. When he is in a group he becomes more active or
more talkative or noisier or more excited
    107. Expresses appreciation for kind acts toward him
    108. Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters,
teachers, or group leaders
    109. When criticized or attacked he does not stand up
for himself
  _____  110. Eats such things as sand or wood or cloth or paper
_____ _____  111. Plays well with others, or speaks well of others
his own age
    112. Destroys or damages property
    113. Does well with numbers but not with spelling
  _____ • Starts fights
    115. Goes to the doctor only for checkups
    116. Meets new people or new situations easily
  _____  117. Says that he has no friends
    118. Stumbles or falls easily
    119. Discusses his problems with others
    120. Before this he slept well, but now tosses and
turns a lot in his sleep or wakes up often
    121. Does not say such things as "Thanks a lot for
doing that for me"
_ _ _  ______ 122. Says he is afraid to lose his temper or to get
angry
  _____  12 3. Stays away from home
124. Hurts animals
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True False
  _____  125. Mutters or mumbles or talks in a low voice
_____ _____  126. Does not complain when cut or injured; denies
feeling pain.
  _____  127. Claims he sees God or that he hears God speaking
to him
  _____  128. Is skinny
_____ _____ 129. Shows few changes in facial expression
  _____  130. Is constantly moving around, or gets into every­
thing, or is overly active
  _____  131. Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I
hate school"
    132. Has bowel movements in his clothes while he is awake
  _____  133. Screams more than others
  _____  134. Speaks rapidly, words "come tumbling out fast"
  _____  135. Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an
accident or death
  _____  136. Once having started something, he sticks to it or
stays with it or comes back to it until it is 
finished
  _____  137. Plays with children who are said to be a bad
influence
  _____  138. Arms or neck or legs are stiff or tight
  _____  139. Requests or seeks praise or approval
  _____  140. Says things like "I'm no good," "I wish I were dead"
  _____  141. Others say he works below his ability
    142. Drools or slobbers while awake
  _____  143. Asks questions like "what do I get out of it?"
"What's in it for me?"
    144. When there are changes, such as moving to a new
house or school, he tells you he is sick or has 
aches and pains, or he even throws up his food
  _____  145. Does not turn around to you when you speak to him
unless you speak loudly
    146. Eats only some foods, or is a picky eater, or
shows finicky likes or dislikes for foods 
    147. Walks in sleep
    148. Does not hit or pinch or kick other children
    149. Asks often about what people will say or think
about him
    150. Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails to
finish tasks he starts
    151. Uses expressions like "0, my dear! How very, very,
very lovely!"
    152. Keeps quiet and does not move around much, or is
not very active
    153. Does not join in group activities
    154. Shows off possessions, or talks a lot about money
and prices
    155. Says "I won't go to school," or refuses to go to
school
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156. Trembles or shakes or jerks
157. Uses "clean" words, without any swear words
158. Shows that he is dissatisfied with gifts, or asks 
for more than he gets
159. Takes a long time to make up his mind, or asks 
others to decide for him, or fails to make choices
160. When words he has understood before are spoken, he 
shakes his head, or looks blank or puzzled, or 
says he does not understand
161. Uses "hell," "damn," "God damn," or other swear 
words
162. Demands "his share" or "his rights" or complains of 
unfairness
163. Keeps things or hoards things that others say are 
strange
164. Throws or catches clumsily
165. Has trouble pronouncing words, or uses baby talk, 
or lisps
166. Sucks thumb
167. Holds book closer to eyes than others do, or 
frowns and squints when looking at things, or 
rubs eyes often
168. Expresses desire to get ahead in the world, or to
accomplish something special, or to become great
or famous
169. Spends a great deal of time posing, or looking 
in the mirror
170. Blushes more than others his age
171. Scrapes things toward him with his whole hand or 
with the end of his fingers, rather than picking 
things up with his fingers
172. When someone expresses affection for him, he turns
away, or pushes the other person away, or fails to
respond
173. Spells poorly
174. Hugs members of the family, or kisses them, or 
says that he loves them
175. While awake goes to the toilet for wetting, or has 
no wetting "accidents" during the day
176. Expresses worry or concern that he may make bad 
grades, or that he may get sick
177. Blinks or squints up his eyes
178. Mimics or imitates the actions of others
179. Argues a lot
180. Threatens to kill someone
181. Leaves food without taking a bite, or refuses food
182. Sweats or perspires more than others
183. Stares into space, or stops in the middle of a 
sentence
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True False
  _____  184. Claims head hurts, or says he has pains in his head
____ _____  185. Bangs head against bed In sleep
  _____  186. Shows sex organs
  _____  187. Does not speak or perform before group or class
even when asked
  _____  188. Speaks In a monotone, or lets his voice trail off
at end of sentence, or speaks in a weak voice
  _____  189. Runs with one foot going out to the side a bit
or dragging a little
  _____  190. Obeys or follows directions or instructions
given by his mother
  _____  191. Echoes or parrots the words of others
  _____  192. Obeys only if threatened with punishment
  _____  193. Where before he did not hurt other children, now he
does things like hitting or kicking or pinching them
  _____  194. Follows the lead of other children, or just goes
along with the crowd
  _____  195. Shows fears of everyday things more than others
his age
  _____  196. Easily starts conversation or activities with
adults other than parents
  _____  197. Used to stay still but now moves around a lot
or is very active
    198. Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or back
  _____  199. Body starts jerking and has a fit or seizure or
convulsion
_____ _____  200. Foot is twisted and turns in
  _____  201. Expresses concern over misfortunes of others, or
tries to comfort them
    202. Asks many questions about sex, or looks at sexual
pictures
    203. The fingers of one of his hands do not work well
enough to button his clothes
  _____  204. Whines
    205. Does not do homework
  _____  206. Attempts or threatens suicide
    207. Plays hookey from school
    208. Claims that some kind of machine or rays or voices
are making him do things
    209. Pulls at hands or clothes of adults, or does
other things which adults say are annoying
    210. In the middle of a sentence he fumbles for a word
or uses a wrong word, or says he forgot what he 
was trying to say
    211. Has sexual intercourse
    212. Picks nose
    213. Denies being able to smell or taste what others
say they can
    214. Is tardy or arrives late for such things as meals
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True False
  _____  215. Sleeps all through the night, or awakes very few
times at night
  _____  216. Picks on or hits smaller children
  _____  217. Plays with children his own age
    218. Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of
others without their permission
  _____  219. Pulls other children's hair, or punches them, or
steps on their toes
  _____  220. Plays doctor or man-and-wife games with children
of opposite sex
  _____  221. Shows pleasure at receiving small gifts
  _____  222. Says other children make him do wrong things
  _____  223. Says such things as "I'll get even," "You won't
get away with that," "I'll show him"
  _____  224. Others say they are annoyed by such things as his
continual singing, humming, whistling 
  _____  225. Stares blankly into space
  _____  226. Reports sad events without sad facial expressions
  _____  227. Shows weakness compared to others his age, does
not lift or pull or push as much as others
  _____  228. Cries when leaving mother to go to school or to
camp or to other places
  _____  229. Draws "dirty" or "nasty" pictures
  _____  230. Pulls out own hair
  _____  231. Others state that he says things that are pe­
culiar or make no sense
  _____  232. Hurts other children by pinching or hitting or
other acts
    233. Has trouble picking things up with one hand more
than the other, or drops things more out of one 
hand than the other
    234. Screams or throws things when denied something
    235. Talks more about beautiful things than others
his age
    236. Tells lies or untruths
    237. Keeps talking about himself
    238. Smokes
    239. Expresses delight over the happiness or good
fortune of others
    240. At night goes to the toilet for wetting, or has
no wetting "accidents" while asleep
    241. Says that he has trouble thinking, or says he
cannot concentrate or keep his mind on things 
  _____  242. Steals outside of home
    243. Says things like "I'm afraid I'll hurt somebody,"
"I'm afraid I'll do something real bad"
    244. Has changed to saying things like "Everyone picks
on me," when before this he did not say such 
things
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245. Corrects, criticizes, or nags others
246. Says things like "I'm sorry" or "I didn't mean it" 
more than others do
247. Accepts bossing from other children
248. Plays with matches
249. Reads well
250. Grinds teeth
251. When doing something, will turn away from what 
he is doing or stop what he is doing at almost 
any little sound or movement
252. "Rocks" self in bed or rocks the bed
253. Speaks with a huskier voice than others his age
254. Handles own sex organs
255. Makes silly faces and gestures
256. Looks in windows or peeps through keyholes to 
see people dressing and undressing
257. Pouts or sulks or looks mean
258. Starts doing things before instructions are 
finished
259. Says "I'm sorry" or "Please forgive me" after 
hurting others or lying or destroying property
260. Teases other children
261. Cries or withdraws when teased
262. Hugs or kisses strangers, or says that he loves 
them
263. Eats faster and eats more than others his age
264. Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within 
himself, or becomes all wound up
265. Does not obey or follow directions of father
266. Stutters or stammers more than others his age
267. Gets up often at night
268. Obeys promptly without grumbling, or sometimes 
does more than asked
269. Does not follow rules of games, or does not play 
fair
270. Does not mind or obey until physically punished
271. Answers slowly and carefully when others speak 
to him, or moves head or body very slowly
272. Says that he feels like things are crawling on him
273. Says he has bad dreams or nightmares about past 
things such as automobile accident, fire, loss of 
loved ones, or divorce
274. Talks about fears of snakes or bugs or spiders
275. Age (6-8-0, 9-13-1)
276. Sex (F - 0, M  - 1)
277. Clinic-nonclinic (nonclin.-O, clin.*l)
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NUMBER
"HEAD OF THE HOUSE" 
INFORMATION
1. Occupation of the head of the house, i.e., Policeman, Secretary, 
Unemployed, etc.
2. State Position of head of the house in the occupation, i.e., Super­
visor, Worker, Military Rank of Major, etc.
3. What kinds of tasks does this occupation involve: i.e., selling 
books, teaching math, heavy labor, etc.
4. Chief source of income, i.e., salary, odd jobs, commissions, 
investment, inherited money, welfare, etc.
5. Last Year of Education attended by head of the house, i.e., Junior 
in College, Grade 4, 2 years of Business School.
5 (a). Name college or special trade school if completed by head of 
the house, i.e., none, Harvard, LSU, Eastern Business School,
etc.
APPENDIX III
Name ___________________________  S#_____________ B PB S M F
I. 5 4 3 2 1  R D
Appreciative, concerned, obedient social orientation vs. 
unappreciative, aggressive disobedience.
Plays well with others, says I'm sorry, vs. does not obey unless 
physically punished, docs not follow directions.
II. 5 4 3 2 1
Intellectual and scholastic retardation vs. alert socialized 
scholastic achievement
Works below ability, reads poorly, poor at arithmetic, says I can't 
vs. reads well as others his own age, catches onto new assignments 
before others.
III. 5 4 3 2 1
Disturbed sleep and dreams vs. undisturbed sleep
cries out, claims he has bad dreams, shows fear of everyday
things vs. sleeps all through the night.
IV. 5 4 3 2 1
Obsessive sado-masochism
attempts or threatens suicide, threatens to kill others
V. 5 4 3 2 1
Self-derogating school phobia
Says things like "I'm no good," "I wish I were dead," plays 
hookey from school, says "I hate school."
VI. 5 4 3 2 1
Disobedient, sullen, hyperactive aggressiveness
argues a lot, teases other children, more talkative, or noisier or 
more excited, says others did the thing of which he is accused.
VII. 5 4 3 2 1
Anti-social aggressiveness
Steals outside of home, destroys property, tells lies, bothers 
others.
VIII. 5 4 3 2 1
Negativism vs. peer-aggressive obedience to authority
Docs not answer when spoken to, very slow, loses things vs. obeys
promptly without grumbling, or sometimes does more tlian asked.
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S#___________
IX. 5 4 3 2 1
Sadistic incontinence vs. continence
Has bowel movements in clothes while he is awake, vs. has bowel 
movements only in toilet, has no bowel accidents, does not wet pants.
X. 5 4 3 2 1
Temper tantrums
Screams more than others, shows signs of anger such as red face or 
raised voice in situations where others do not, suddenly breaks out in 
screaming or kicking or cursing.
X I . 5 4 3 2 1
Phobic, negativistic, finicky eating vs. positive eating habits 
Leaves food without taking a bite or refuses food, is a picky eater 
talks of fear of snakes or bugs or spiders, says "I won't go to 
school vs. eats most foods given him or asks for food.
XII. 5 4 3 2 1
Ruminative obsequiousness
says things like "I'm sorry" or"I didn't mean it" more than others 
do, repeats same act over and over, writes words backwards, talks 
continuously about one thought or idea, accepts bossing from other 
children.
XIII. 5 4 3 2 1
Immature, neurasthenic paranoic reactions
Declares that others are against him, says everyone picks on him, 
says he has no friends, tells others they just do not understand 
him, becomes jittery, all wound up.
XIV. 5 4 3 2 1
Feminine affectation vs. hysteric apprehensiveness 
uses expressions like, "0, my dear. How very, very lovely," 
behaves like opposite sex vs. vomits his food when upset, asks 
many questions about sex, tells people his chest hurts or 
that he can't breathe.
XV. 5 4 3 2 1
Negativistic, aggressive sexuality
writes dirty words, runs away from home,
pulls other children's hair, does not obey directions.
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XVI. 5 4 3 2 1
"Dirtymindedness" vs. clean speech
uses "dirty" words, uses "hell," "damn," or other swear words, 
smokes, vs. uses "clean" words, without any swear words.
XVII. 5 4 3 2 1
Fearful, desurgent seclusiveness vs. sociableness 
Does not play with other children, runs off when others call him, 
does not join in group activities, rarely smiles vs. plays with 
other children his own age, children ask him to play or call him 
friend.
XVIII. 5 4 3 2 1
Masochistic psychoid reactions
pulls own hair, bites his tongue, others say he is too obedient or 
too good, when affection expressed turns away, says "I'm afraid I'll 
hurt somebody."
XIX. 5 4 3 2 1
Verbal psychoid reactions
In the middle of a sentence he fumbles for a word or uses a wrong 
word, or says he forgot what he was trying to say, stares into space 
or stops in the middle of a sentence, stutters or stammers, uses baby 
talk, says he has trouble thinking.
XX. 5 4 3 2 1
Anxious organicism
Body starts jerking in fit or seizure, faints, blacks out, fingers of 
one hand do not work well enough to button his clothes, 
twists his fingers or bites lips, "rocks" self in bed.
XXI. 5 4 3 2 1
Sexualized, psychoid organicism
foot is twisted and turns in, runs with one foot to side or dragging, 
has trouble picking things up with one hand more than other, grinds 
teeth
XXII. 5 4 3 2 1
Aggressive, psychoid organicism
Jerks or twists his muscles or parts of his body, continual singing, 
humming, whistling that annoys others, echoes or parrots words of 
others, eats sand, wood, or paper, trembles, shakes jerks.
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XXIII. 5 4 3 2 1
Clumsiness and visual problems
stumbles or falls easily, has many accidents such as falls or cuts, 
holds book closer to eyes than others do or rubs eyes or squints, 
blinks or squints eyes.
XXIV. 5 4 3 2 1
Organic psychosis
Claims that voices make him do things, hears voices, drools, 
bangs head against bed in sleep, claims to see things, claims God 
speaks to him, says things run through his head, keeps things that 
others say are strange.
XXV. 5 4 3 2 1
Functional psychosis
does not complain when cut or injured, denies feeling pain, reports 
sad events without sad facial expressions, sweats or perspires more 
than others, eats faster than others, speaks with a huskier voice than 
others his age.
XXVI 5 4 3 2 1
Anxious affect hunger vs. "no problems"
pulls, twists, chews at own clothes, asks to be held or hugged, 
pulls at hand or clothes of adults or does other things which adults 
say are annoying, vp says "I don't have any problems" "everything is 
alright," answers siowly and carefully when others speak to him
XXVII 5 4 3 2 1
Passive-aggressive, submissive physical well-being 
Goes to the doctor only when he claims to hurt, only for checkups, 
when gets his share of things does not say "that's not fair," 
goes along with the crowd, follows the lead of others.
XXVIII 5 4 3 2 1
Anxious psychosomatic reaction vs. regressiveness
when there are changes he tells you he is sick or has aches and
pains, or throws up food vs. sucks thumb
XXIX 5 4 3 2 1
Differential achievement and sexualized tension
does well with numbers, not spelling, says "it hurts" in sex parts, 
expresses desire to get ahead in world, accomplish something 
special, become famous
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Displaced aggressiveness vs. direct aggressiveness 
draws dirty or nasty pictures, shows weakness compared to others 
his age, does not lift or pull as much, obeys directions of mother, 
vs. does not speak or perform before class when asked, hits other 
children or kicks and punches.
APPENDIX IV
BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT - ON62 
VANDERBILT ANALYSIS
Factor I. Appreciative, concerned, obedient social 
orientation vs. unappreciative, aggressive disobedience
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings" )
107 .67 Expresses appreciation for kind acts toward him
239 .59 Expresses delight over the happiness or good 
fortune of others
201 .58 Expresses concern over misfortunes of others, or 
tries to comfort them
111 .48 Plays well with others, or speaks well of others 
his own age
259 .46 Says "I'm sorry" or "Please forgive me" after 
hurting others or lying or destroying property
lib .45 Meets new people or new situations easily
94 .43 Helps out around the house
21 .42 Sought out by others, or others state they like 
him, or he is among first chosen for teams
119 .41 Discusses his problems with others
221 .39 Shows pleasure at receiving small gifts
44 .35 Takes care of his appearance by doing such things 
as combing his hair or dressing neatly
196 .32 Easily starts conversation or activities with 
adults other than parents
48 .29 Says things like "I can do about anything" or 
"I'm pretty good"
139 .29 Requests or seeks praise or approval
265 -.35 Does not obey or follow directions of father
108 -.39 Does not obey or follow directions of baby­
sitters, teachers, or group leaders
121 -.44 Does not say such things as "Thanks a lot for 
doing that for me"
270 -.44 Does not mind or obey until physically punished
192 -.50 Obeys only if threatened with punishment
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
190 .46 Obeys or follows directions or instructions given 
by his mother
174 .44 Hugs members of the family, or kisses them, or 
soys 1 hot lie loves them
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Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
60 .43 Children ask him to play, or call him their friend
217 .43 Plays with children his own age
136 .41 Once having started something, he sticks to it or
stays with it or comes back to it until it is 
finished
72 .32 Puts things away, takes care of things
157 .29 Uses "clean" words, without any swear words
178 .29 Mimics or imitates the actions of others
168 .29 Expresses desire to get ahead in the world, or to
accomplish something special, or to become great 
or famous
8 .27 Catches on to new assignments before others do,
or works without extra help, or goes beyond 
required assignments
268 .26 Obeys promptly without grumbling, or sometimes
does more than asked
9 .25 Writes as well as others his own age
235 .25 Talks more about beautiful things than others
his age
234 -.25 Screams or throws things when denied something
187 -.26 Does not speak or perform before group or class
even when asked
29 -.27 When asked questions about himself, he fails to
answer, or says he does not know 
216 -.28 Picks on or hits smaller children
269 -.28 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play
fair
153 -.30 Does not join in group activities
277 -.39 Clinical-nonclinical
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Factor II. Intellectual and scholastic retardation vs. 
alert socialized scholastic achievement
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
30 .65 Reads poorly
52 .64 Makes failing grades in arithmetic, makes many
mistakes with numbers, or says he does not like 
arithmetic 
173 .64 Spells poorly
141 .61 Others say he works below his ability
205 .60 Does not do homework
277 .59 Clinic-nonclinic
38 .53 Finishes task last, asks for help, or makes many
mistakes in learning
2 .46 Says "I can't do it" or "I'm not any good at that,
or leaves task when he falls 
150 .45 Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails
to finish tasks he starts 
13 .44 Does little or no homework now where before he did
what the teacher asked him to do 
136 -.46 Once having started something, he sticks to it or
stays with it or comes back to it until it is 
finished 
249 -.47 Reads well
8 -.51 Catches onto new assignments before others do, or
works without extra help, or goes beyond re­
quired assignment
9 -.51 Writes as well as others his own age
Other
identifying
Items "Loadings"
108 .44 Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters,
teachers, or group leaders 
241 .39 Says that he has trouble thinking, or says he
cannot concentrate or keep his mind on things 
269 .39 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play fair
251 .35 When doing something, will turn away from what he
is doing or stop what he is doing at almost any 
little sound or movement 
29 .34 When asked questions about himself, he fails to
answer, or says he does not know 
187 .34 Does not speak or perform before group or class
even when asked 
192 .34 Obeys only if threatened with punishment
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
92 .32 Nose is runny most of the time
131 .31 Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I 
hate school"
165 .29 Has trouble pronouncing words
153 .26 Does not join in group activities
130 .25 Is constantly moving around, or gets into every­
thing, or is overly active
214 .25 Is tardy or arrives late for such things as meal
218 .25 Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of 
others without their permission
270 .25 Does not obey until physically punished
119 -.26 Discusses his problems with others
268 -.26 Obeys promptly without grumbling, or sometimes 
does more than asked
275 -.26 Age of child (6 -8 vs. 9-13)
111 -.29 Plays well with others, or speaks well of others 
his own age
44 -.30 Takes care of his appearance by doing such thing 
as combing hair or dressing neatly
190 -.36 Obeys or follows directions or Instructions 
given by his mother
72 -.37 Puts things away, takes care of things
Factor III. Disturbed sleep and dreams vs. undisturbed sleep
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")*
14 .63 Cries out in sleep
33 .58 Tosses and turns or rolls in sleep
51 .57 Talks in his sleep
65 .48 Claims that he has bad dreams
120 .44 Before this he slept well, but now tosses and
turns a lot in his sleep or wakes up often 
273 .37 Says he has bad dreams or nightmares about past
things such as automobile accident, fire, loss 
of loved one, or divorce 
92 .36 Nose is runny most of the time
195 .36 Shows fear of everyday things more than others
his age
22 .34 Says his stomach hurts
147 .33 Walks in sleep
267 .33 Gets up often at night
64 .31 Chatters or keeps talking, or interrupts con­
versation
3 .26 Bites nails, palms, or fingers
215 -.39 Sleeps all through the night, or awakes very few
times at night
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
66 .43
43 .40
17 .37
264 .35
16 .32
54 .32
42 .31
2 .30
183 .30
198 .30
Says he feels that something dreadful is going to 
happen
Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch 
Says that certain things just keep running 
through his head
Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within him­
self, or becomes all wound up
Repeats same acts over and over
Says "It hurts" in his private parts or sex parts 
Rarely smiles, or often says he feels sad, or 
cries often
Says "I can't do it" or "I'm not any good at 
that," or leaves task when he fails
Stares into space, or stops in the middle of a
sentence
Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or ba
*Signs reversed
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Factor IV. Obsessive sado-masochism
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings*')
206 .64 Attempts or threatens suicide
35 .52 Says he fears losing his mind or losing control
of himself
180 .41 Threatens to kill someone
186 .35 Shows sex organs
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
108 .33 Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters,
teachers, or group leaders 
123 .32 Stays away from home
269 .32 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play
fair
140 .31 Says things like "I'm no good," "I wish I were
dead"
171 .31 Scrapes things toward him with his whole hand or
with the end of his fingers, rather than picking 
things up with his fingers 
114 .30 Starts fights
222 .30 Says others make him do wrong things
270 .30 Does not mind or obey until physically punished
104 .29 At one time "feeling wonderful, great, I'm on
the top of the world," and at another time,
"Life's not worth living, I'm terribly unhappy"
141 .29 Others say he works below his ability
241 .29 Says he has trouble thinking, or says he cannot
concentrate or keep his mind on things 
59 .28 Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
150 .28 Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails
to finish tasks he starts 
232 .27 Hurts other children by pinching or hitting or
other acts
216 .26 Picks on or hits smaller children
223 .26 Says such things as "I'll get even," "You won't
get away with that," "I'll show him"
254 .26 Handles own sex organs
98 .25 Sasses or talks back to adults
191 .25 Echoes or parrots the words of others
190 -.25 Obeys or follows directions or Instructions given
by hi8 mother
72 -.38 Puts things away, takes care of things
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Scoring
Factor V. Self-derogating school phobia
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings ")*
207 .52 Plays hookey from school
135 .37 Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an 
accident or death
140 .33 Says things like "I'm no good," "I wish I were dead"
78 .32 Talks continually about one thought or idea
131 .28 Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I hate 
school"
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings If
46 .31 Enters others' homes without permission
153 .31 Does not join in group activities
233 .31 Has trouble picking things up with one hand more than 
the other, or drops things more out of one hand than 
the other
87 .30 Says "I wish I were a girl (or a boy)" (the opposite 
sex)
123 .30 Stays away from home
216 .30 Picks on or hits smaller children
269 .29 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play fair
4 .28 Runs away from home
96 .27 Says such things as "I am too sick to go to school" 
or "I'm too tired to mow the lawn"
158 .27 Shows that he is dissatisfied with gifts, or asks 
for more than he gets
193 .27 Where before he did not hurt other children, now he 
does things like hitting or kicking or pinching them
231 .27 Others state that he says things that are peculiar 
or make no sense
150 .26 Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails to 
finish tasks he starts
219 .26 Pulls other children's hair, or punches them, or 
steps on their toes
232 .26 Hurts other children by pinching or hitting or other 
acts
243 .26 Says things like "I'm afraid I'll hurt somebody," 
"I'm afraid I'll do something real bad"
70 .25 Makes up big stories, or tells tales others say 
they do not believe
136 1 ro Once having started something, he sticks to it or 
stays with it or comes back to it until it is fin­
ished
*Signs reversed
269
56
245
80
98
114
130
158
162
232
257
154
222
216
223
75
71
106
70
59
34
237
39
73
258
255
204
11
FacCor VI. Disobedient, sullen, hyperactive aggressiveness
Scoring
Weights
("Loadings'')
.62 Argues a lot
.61 Teases other children
.59 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play
fair
.58 Says another child did the thing of which he is
accused
.55 Corrects, criticizes, or nags others
.54 Quits or shows anger when he does not win, or
others say he is a poor loser 
.54 Sasses or talks back to adults
.54 Starts fights
.51 Is constantly moving around, or gets into every­
thing, or is overly active 
.51 Shows that he is dissatisfied with gifts, or
asks for more than he gets 
.51 Demands "his share" or "his rights" or complains
of unfairness
.51 Hurts other children by pinching or hitting or
other acts 
.51 Pouts or sulks or looks mean
.50 Shows off possessions, or talks a lot about money
and prices
.50 Says other children make him do wrong things
.48 Picks on or hits smaller children
.47 Says such things as "I'll get even," "You won't
get away with that," "I'll show him"
.47 Tattles or tells on other children
.46 Says things like "You like Billy more" or "You
gave him more than you did me"
.45 When he is in a group he becomes more active or
more talkative or noisier or more excited 
.45 Makes up big stories, or tells tales others say
they do not believe 
.44 Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
.43 Teases brothers or sisters
.43 Keeps talking about himself
.42 Fights or shouts or shakes his fist when others call
him names or push and pick at him or laugh at him 
.42 Says things like "That's not so good," "So, that's
not very important," "I xon't believe it," "So what? 
.40 Starts doing things before instructions are
finished
.38 Makes silly faces and gestures
.37 Whines
.36 Often asks for favors or gifts
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Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
214 .36 Is tardy or arrives late for such things as meals
178 .34 Mimics or imitates the actions of others
212 .34 Picks nose
86 .25 Seeks out older children to play with although
children his own age are around
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
64 .53 Chatters or keeps talking, or interrupts conversa­
tion
2 36 .53 Tells lies or untruths
192 .50 Obeys only if threatened with punishment
150 .49 Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails 
to finish tasks he starts
108 .48 Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters, 
teachers, or group leaders
218 .48 Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of 
others without their permission
99 .45 Says that everyone picks on him
57 .42 Shows signs of anger such as red face or raised 
voice in situations where others do not
209 .42 Pulls at hands or clothes of adults, or does 
other things which adults say are annoying
219 .42 Pulls other children’s hair, or punches them, or 
steps on their toes
270 .41 Does not mind or obey until physically punished
193 .36 Where before he did not hurt other children, now 
he does things like hitting or kicking or pinching 
them
78 .34 Talks continually about one thought or idea
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Factor VII. Anti-social aggressiveness
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings ">
84 .68 Steals at home
242 .68 Steals outside of home
68 .66 Has begun to steal, when before this he did not do
248 .46 Plays with matches
91 .45 Sets fires
112 .44 Destroys or damages property
2 36 .42 Tells lies or untruths
218 .39 Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of 
others without their permission
46 .37 Enters others' homes without permission
40 .31 Stays out later than he is supposed to
137 .30 Plays with children who are said to be a bad in­
fluence
41 .28 Falls out of bed when he is asleep
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
4 .36 Runs away from home
135 .35 Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an 
accident or death
70 .34 Makes up big stories, or tells tales others say 
they do not believe
123 .32 Stays away from home
125 .31 Mutters or mumbles or talks in a low voice
219 .31 Pulls other children's hair, or punches them, or 
steps on their toes
108 .30 Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters, 
teachers, or group leaders
24 .29 Uses "dirty" words
42 .28 Rarely smiles, or often says he feels sad, cries 
often
180 .28 Threatens to kill someone
270 .28 Does not mind or obey until physically punished
277 .28 Clinic - nonclinic
205 .27 Does not do homework
238 .27 Smokes
267 .27 Gets up often at night
269 .27 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play 
fair
59 .26 Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
114 .26 Starts fights
143 .26 Asks questions like "What do I get out of it?" 
"What's in it for me?"
215 -.28 Sleeps all through the night, or awakes very few 
times at night
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Factor VIII. Negativism vs. peer-aggressive obedience to authority
Scoring
Scored Weight8
Items ("Loadings ")
25 .52 Loses things like toys, clothes, books
28 .38 Does not answer when spoken to
145 .36 Does not turn around to you when you speak to him,
unless you speak loudly
90 .35 Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily
26 .34 Very slow in such things as dressing, bathing, eating
1 .27 Turns up radio or TV higher than others do, or asks
others to say words over, or turns head toward sounds
27 .26 Is fat
268 -.30 Obeys promptly without grumbling, or sometimes does
more than asked
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
150 .48 Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails to
finish tasks he starts 
45 .33 Pulls, twists, chews at own clothes
109 .32 When criticized or attacked, he does not stand up
for himself
29 .30 When asked questions about himself, he fails to
answer, or says he does not know 
205 .29 Does not do homework
204 .28 Whines
218 .28 Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of
others without their permission 
16 .27 Repeats same acts over and over
241 .27 Says he has trouble thinking, or says he cannot
concentrate or keep his mind on things 
2 .26 Says "I can't do it" or "I'm not any good at that,"
or leaves task when he fails
71 .26 Says things like "You like Billy more" or "You gave
him more than you did me"
11 .25 Often asks for favors or gifts
192 .25 Obeys only if threatened with punishment
232 -.25 Hurts other children by pinching or hitting or
other acts
44 -.26 Takes care of his appearance by doing such things
as combing hair or dressing neatly
219 -.27 Pulls other children's hair, or punches them, or
steps on their toes
72 -.30 Puts things away, takes care of things
136 -.32 Once having started something, he sticks to it or
stays with it or comes back to it until it is 
finished
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Factor IX. Sadistic incontinence vs. continence
Scoring
Scored Heights
Items ("Loadings"1)
132 .61 Has bowel movements in his clothes while he is awake
50 .54 Has bowel movements in his clothing at night
93 .51 Wet8 pants while awake
124 .40 Hurts animals
254 .31 Handles own sex organs
77 .30 Says "It hurts" when he has a bowel movement
85 .24 Says it is hard to move his bowels, or take 
for his bowels more than others do
things
240 -.26 At night goes to the toilet for wetting, or 
wetting "accidents" while asleep
has no
175 -.29 While awake goes to the toilet for wetting, 
no wetting "accidents" during the day
or has
32 -.50 Has bowel movements only in toilet, does not 
clothes with bowel movements, has no bowel 
"accidents"
mess
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
123 .38 Stays away from home
135 .37 Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an 
accident or death
276 .32 Sex (M)
248 .31 Plays with matches
137 .30 Plays with children who are said to be a bad 
influence
216 .28 Picks on or hits smaller children
?19 .28 Pulls other children's hair, or punches them, 
steps on their toes
142 .26 Drools or slobbers while awake
72 -.26 Puts things away, takes care of things
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Factor XIII. Immature, neurasthenic paranoic reactions
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
6 .70 Declares that others are against him or that
others talk about him behind his back 
83 .60 Tells parents or others they just do not under-
stand him
99 .58 Says that everyone picks on him
47 .53 Complains "nobody loves me"
117 .50 Says that he has no friends
184 .47 Claims head hurts, or says he has pains in his head
104 .44 At one time says things like "I'm feeling just
wonderful, great, I'm on top of the world," and at 
another time "Life's not worth living, I'm 
terribly unhappy"
244 .44 Has changed to saying things like "Everyone picks
on me," when before this he did not say such things 
264 .44 Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within
himself, or becomes all wound up 
10 .43 Claims to be tired more than others his age, or
stops to rest more than others 
96 .41 Says such things as "I am too sick to go to
school" or "I'm too tired to mow the lawn"
176 .40 Expresses worry or concern that he may make bad
grades, or that he may get sick 
198 .38 Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or back
275 -.49 Age of child (6 -8 vs. 9-13)
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
140 .48 Says things like "I'm no good" "I wish I were dead"
277 .46 Clinic-nonclinic
12 .44 Tells people that his chest hurts or that he can't 
breathe right
17 .44 Says that certain things just keep running through 
his head
131 .44 Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I hate 
school"
223 .43 Says such things as "I'll get even" "You won't get 
away with that," "I'll show him"
58 .37 Stays inside room or house more than others his age
241 .37 Says that he has trouble thinking or says he cannot 
concentrate or keep his mind on things
245 .37 Corrects, criticizes, or nags others
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Factor X. Temper Tantrums
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
133 .43 Screams more than others
49 .41 Suddenly breaks out in shouting or screaming or 
kicking or cursing
57 .39 Shows signs of anger such as red face or raised 
voice in situations where others do not
31 .35 Eats nose pickings
55 .35 Uses "dirty" actions or gestures
234 .35 Screams or throws things when denied something
Other
[dentifying
Items "Loadings"
120 .34 Before this, he slept well, but now tosses and 
turns a lot in his sleep or wakes up often
90 .30 Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily
91 .30 Sets fires
180 .29 Threatens to kill someone
162 .27 Demands "his share" or "his rights" or complains of 
unfairness
204 .26 Whines
98 .25 Sasses or talks back to adults
186 .25 Shows sex organs
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Factor XI. Phobic, negatlvistic, finicky eating vs. positive eating 
habits
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings
181 .63 Leaves food without taking a bite, or refuses food
146 .48 Gats only some foods, or is a picky eater, or shows
finicky likes or dislikes for foods
123 .36 Stays away from home
155 .33 Says "I won't go to school," or refuses to go to
school
274 .25 Talks about fears of snakes or bugs or spiders
76 - .46 Gats most foods given to him or asks for food
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings" 
209 .37
158 .35
187 .34
214 .32
22 .30
26 .29
140 .29
184 .29
198 .28
231 .28
272 .27
65 .26
131 .26
269 .26
12 .25
59 .25
153 .25
163 .25
218 .25
222 .25
Pulls at hands or clothes of adults, or does other 
things which adults say are annoying 
Shows that he is dissatisfied with gifts, or asks 
for more than he gets
Does not speak or perform before group or class 
even when asked
Is tardy or arrives late for such things as meals 
Says his stomach hurts
Is very slow in such things as dressing, bathing, 
eating
Says things like "I'm no good," "I wish I were dead" 
Claims head hurts, or says he has pains in his head 
Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or back 
Others state that he says things that are peculiar 
or make no sense
Says that he feels like things are crawling on him 
Claims that he had bad dreams 
Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I 
hate school"
Does not follow rules of games, or does not play fair 
Tells people that his chest hurts or that he can't 
breathe right
Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
Does not join in group activities
Keeps things or hoards things that others say are
strange
Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of
others without their permission
Says other children make him do wrong things
Factor XII. Ruminative obsequiousness
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")*
246 .50 Says things like "I'm sorry" or "I didn't mean it"
more than others do 
74 .43 Used to say things like "I'm sorry you're not
feeling good" or "You feel unhappy, don't you?" but 
now he does not say things like that
197 .41 Used to stay still but now moves around a lot or
is very active 
16 .33 Repeats same acts over and over
15 .29 Writes words backwards
247 .23 Accepts bossing from other children
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
78 .36
202 .36
81 .35
67 .34
103 .34
170 .32
66 .29
104 .28
176 .28
4 .27
20 .27
63 .27
102 .26
53 .25
185 .25
235 .25
251 .25
Talks continually about one thought or idea
Asks many questions about sex, or looks at sexual
pictures
Others say he is too obedient or too good 
Clings to his mother, or stays close to her, or 
hangs onto her dress or hand 
Claims to see things others deny seeing 
Blushes more than others his age
Says he feels that something dreadful is going to 
happen
At one time says things like "I'm feeling just 
wonderful, great, I'm on top of the world," and at 
another time "Life's not worth living, I'm 
terribly unhappy"
Expresses worry or concern that he may make bad 
grades, or that he may get sick 
Runs away from home
Plays with younger children even if children his 
own age are around
Vomits or throws up his food when he claims he is 
worried or upset or sad
Washes or bathes when it is not called for
Bites his tongue
Bangs head against bed in sleep
Talks more about beautiful things than others his 
age
When doing something, will turn away from what he i 
doing or stop what he is doing at almost any little 
sound or movement
♦Signs reversed
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Factor XIII
(Cont'd.)
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
7 .36 Says he is bothered by pimples or skin rashes or
skin trouble
66 .35 Says he feels that something dreadful is going to
happen
42 .34 Rarely smiles, or often says he feels sad, or cries
often
155 .34 Refuses to go to school or says "I won't go to
school"
57 .33 Shows signs of anger such as red face or raised
voice in situations where others do not
73 .33 Says things like "That's not so good," "So, that's
not very important," "I don't believe it," "So 
what?"
153 .33 Does not join in group activities
59 .32 Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
273 .32 Says he has bad dreams or nightmares about past
things such as automobile accident, fire, loss of 
loved one, or divorce
65 .31 Claims that he has bad dreams
179 .30 Argues a lot
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Factor XIV. Feminine affectation vs. hysteric apprehensiveness
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings" )*
151 .36 Uses expressions like "0, my dear! How very, very, 
very lovely!"
169 .34 Spends a great deal of time posing, or looking in 
the mirror
5 .34 Behaves like opposite sex, or does such things as 
boys wearing dresses or girls wrestling
87 .30 Says "I wish I were a girl (or a boy)" (the 
opposite sex)
220 .19 Plays doctor or man-and-wife games with children 
of opposite sex
276 - .29 Sex (male vs. female)
63 -.31 Vomits or throws up his food when he claims he is 
worried or upset or sad
202 -.34 Asks many questions about sex, or looks at sexual 
pictures
12 -.40 Tells people that his chest hurts or that he can't 
breathe right
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
247 - .2 1
205 -.25
192 -.25
227 -.26
128 -.26
2 -.26
i95
CM»i
109 -.27
108
00CM•1
90 -.30
10 -.30
187 -.33
193 -.34
66 -.34
Accepts bossing from other children 
Does not do homework
Obeys only if threatened with punishment 
Shows weakness compared to others his age, does not
lift or pull or push as much as others
I8 skinny
Says "I can't do it" or "I'm not any good at that,"
or leaves tasks when he fails
Shows fears of everyday things more than others his 
age
When criticized or attacked he does not stand up for 
himself
Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters, 
teachers, or group leaders
Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily 
Claims to be tired more than others his age, or 
stops to rest more than others
Does not speak or perform before group or class even 
when asked
Where before he did not hurt other children, now he 
does things like hitting or kicking or pinching them 
Says that he feels something dreadful is going to 
happen
*Signs ri'Vi-rsctl
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Factor
Scoring
XV. Negativistic, aggressive sexuality
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings' *)
211 .54 Has sexual intercourse
62 .51 Writes "dirty" words
213 .47 Denies being able to smell or taste what others say 
they can
4 .40 Runs away from home
171 .38 Scrapes things toward him with his whole hand or 
with the ends of his fingers, rather than picking 
things up with his fingers
Pulls other children's hair, or punches them, 
or steps on their toes
219 00
7 .35 Says he is bothered by pimples or skin rashes or 
skin troubles
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings" i
108 .34 Does not obey or follow directions of babysitters, 
teachers, or group leaders
216 .34 Picks on or hits smaller children
218 .34 Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of 
others without permission
95 .33 Drags one foot when he walks
114 .33 Starts fights
243 .33 Obeys only if threatened with punishment
46 .32 Enters others' homes without permission
184 .32 Claims head hurts, or says he has pains in his head
131 .31 Says such things as "I hate my teacher" or "I hate 
school"
198 .30 Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or 
back
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Factor XVI. "Dirty-mindedness" vs. clean speech
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items (''Loadings")
24 .65 Uses "dirty"
161 .65 Uses "hell,"
words
89 .60 Has begun to
not doing so
238 .35 Smokes
157 -.65 Uses "clean"
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings11
98 .30 Sasses or talks back to adults
55 .29 Uses "dirty" actions or gestures
123 .28 Stays away from home
137 .28 Plays with children who are said to be a bad 
influence
135 .27 Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an 
accident or death
186 .27 Shows sex organs
180 .25 Threatens to kill someone
190 -.29 Obeys or follows directions or instructions given 
by his mother
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Factor XVII. Fearful, desurgent seclusiveness vs. sociableness
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings" )
97 .58 Does not play with other children
19 .57 Runs off or says nothing when others call him 
names or push and pick at him or laugh at him
58 .55 Stays Inside room or house more than others his age
153 .51 Does not join in group activities
109 .47 When criticised or attacked he does not stand up for 
himself
152 .45 Keeps quiet and does not move around much, or is 
not very active
20 .44 Plays with younger children even if childre* his 
own age are around
42 .35 Rarely smiles, or often says he feels sad, or 
cries often
67 .34 Clings to his mother, or stays close to her, or 
hangs onto her dress or hand
164 .33 Throws or catches clumsily
217 -.40 Plays with children his own age
60 -.51 Children ask him to play, or call him their friend
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
225 .43 Stares blankly into space
156 .40 Trembles or shakes or jerks
125 .38 Mutters or mumbles or talks in a low voice
10 .37 Claims to be tired more than others his age, or 
stops to rest more than others
29 .37 When asked questions about himself, he fails to 
answer, or says he does not know
227 .37 Shows weakness compared to others his age, does 
not lift or pull or push as much as others
264 .35 Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within 
himself, or becomes all wound up
277 .35 Clinical-nonclinical
66 .34 Says he feels that something dreadful is going to 
happen
261 .34 Cries or withdraws when teased
205 .33 Does not do homework
241 .33 Says that he has trouble thinking, or says he can­
not concentrate or keep his mind on things
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Factor XVII
(Conl'd.)
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
188
244
43
99
23
2
92
120
183
13
38
52
141
159
172
100
174
275
111
116
.32
.32
.31
.30
.29
.28
.28
.28
.27
.26
.26
.26
.26
.26
.26
.25
-.25
-.28
-.30
-.40
Speaks In a monotone, or lets his voice trail off 
at end of sentence, or speaks in a weak voice 
Has changed to saying things like "everyone picks 
on me," when before this he did not say such things 
Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch 
Says that everyone picks on him
Twists his fingers or cracks knuckles or bites lips
Says "I can't do it" or "I'm not any good at that,"
or leaves task when he fails
Nose is runny most of the time
Before this he slept well, but now tosses and
turns a lot in his sleep or wakes up often
Stares into space, or stops in the middle of a
sentence
Does little or no homework now where before he 
did what the teacher asked him to do 
Finishes task last, asks for help, or makes many 
mistakes in learning
Makes failing grades in arithmetic, makes many 
mistakes with numbers, or says he does not like 
arithmetic
Others say he works below his ability
Takes a long time to make up his mind, or asks
others to decide for him, or fails to make choices
When someone expresses affection for him, he turns
away, or pushes the other person away, or fails to
respond
Remains in one position for long periods 
Hugs members of the family, or kisses them, or 
says that he loves them 
Age (6 -8 , and 9-13)
Plays well with others, or speaks well of others 
his own age
Meets new people or new situations easily
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Factor XVIII. Masochistic psychoid reactions
Scoring 
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
230 .36 Pulls out own hair
122 .49 Says he is afraid to lose his temper or to get
angry
53 .48 Bites his tongue
81 .38 Others say he is too obedient or too good
172 .34 When someone expresses affection for him, he turns
away, or pushes the other person away, or fails 
to respond
243 .33 Says things like "I'm afraid I'll hurt somebody,"
"I'm afraid i'll do something real bad"
170 .32 Blushes more than others his age
102 .31 Washes or bathes when it is not called for
128 .29 Is skinny
149 .29 Asks often about what people will say or think
about him
235 .26 Talks more about beautiful things than others his
age
148 .22 Does not hit or pinch or kick other children
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
109 .30 When criticized or attacked he does not stand up
for himself
156 .36 Trembles or shakes or jerks
188 .34 Speaks in a monotone, or lets his voice trail off
at end of sentence, or speaks in a weak voice 
35 .29 Says he fears losing his mind or losing control of
himself
176 .26 Expresses worry or concern that he may make bad
grades, or that he may get sick
129 .15 Shows few changes in facial expression
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Factor XIX. Verbal psychoid reactions
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
210
183
165
241
160
266
231
29
125
251
261
159
225
188
134
36
.60 In the middle of a sentence he fumbles for .1 word
or uses a wrong word, or says he forgot what he 
was trying to say 
.59 Stares into space, or stops in the middle of a
sentence
.52 Has trouble pronouncing words, or uses baby talk,
or lisps
.50 Says that he has trouble thinking, or says he can­
not concentrate or keep his mind on things 
.49 When words he has understood before are spoken, he
shakes his head, or looks blank or puzzled, or says 
he does not understand 
.45 Stutters or stammers more than others his age
.44 Others state that he says things that are peculiar
or make no sense 
.38 When asked questions about himself, he fails to
answer, or says he does not know 
.38 Mutters or mumbles or talks in a low voice
.37 When doing something, will turn away from what he
is doing or stop what he is doing at almost any 
little sound or movement 
.37 Cries or withdraws when teased
.36 Takes a long time to make up his mind, or asks
others to decide for him, or fails to make choices 
.36 Stares blankly into space
.34 Speaks in a monotone, or lets his voice trail off
at end of sentence, or speaks in a weak voice 
.33 Speaks rapidly, words "come tumbling out fast"
.34 Uses words easily without fumbling for words, or
without using the wrong word, or without saying 
he forgot what he was trying to say
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
16
20
38
145
.40 Repeats same acts over and over
.38 Plays with younger children even if children his
age are around
.38 Finishes task last, asks for help, or makes many
mistakes in learning 
.37 Does not turn around to you when you speak to him,
unless you speak loudly
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Factor XIX
(Cont'd.)
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
i n .36 Shows weakness compared to others his age, does not 
lift or pull or push as much as others
264 .36 Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within him­
self or becomes all wound up
90 .34 Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily
269 .32 Does not follow rules of games, or does not play 
fair
28 .31 Does not answer when spoken to
1 .30 Turns up radio or TV higher than others do, or 
asks others to say words over, or turns head 
toward sounds
153 .30 Does not join in group activities
271 .22 Answers slowly and carefully when others speak to 
him, or moves head or body very slowly
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Factor XX. Anxious organiclsm
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
199 .67
37 .56
203 .52
228 .40
23 .31
252 .31
Body starts jerking and has a fit or seizure or 
convulsion
Faints, passes out, "falls out," or blacks out 
The fingers of one of his hands do not work well 
enough to button his clothes
Cries when leaving mother to go to school or to 
camp or to other places
Twists his fingers or cracks knuckles or bites lips 
"Rocks" self in bed or rocks the bed
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
166 .29 Sucks thumb
188 .29 Speaks in a monotone, or lets his voice trail off
at end of sentence, or speaks in a weak voice 
7 .28 Says he is bothered by pimples or skin rashes or
skin trouble
67 .28 Clings to his mother, or stays close to her, or
hangs onto her dress or hand 
43 .25 Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch
46 .25 Enters others' homes without permission
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Factor XXI. Sexualized, psychoid organicism
Scored 
Items ("Loadings")
200 .65 Foot is twisted and turns in
256 .49 Looks in windows or peeps through keyholes to see
people dressing and undressing 
189 .46 Runs with one foot going out to the side a bit or
dragging a little 
138 .41 Arms or neck or legs are stiff or tight
2 33 .37 Has trouble picking things up with one hand more
than the other, or drops things more out of one 
hand than the other 
95 .33 Drags one foot when he walks
250 .25 Grinds teeth
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
195 .43 Shows fears of everyday things more than others
his age
104 .30 At one time says things like "I'm feeling just
wonderful, great, I'm on top of the world," and 
at another time "Life's not worth living, I'm 
terribly unhappy"
191 .30 Echoes or parrots the words of others
272 .30 Says that he feels like things are crawling on him
227 .29 Shows weakness compared to others his age, does not
lift or pull or push as much as others 
209 .28 Pulls at hands or clothes of adults, or does other
things which adults say are annoying 
178 .27 Mimics or imitates the actions of others
110 .25 Eats such things as sand or wood or cloth or paper
198 .25 Claims to have pains in arms or legs or neck or
back
254 .25 Handles own sex organs
177 .22 Blinks or squints up his eyes
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Factor XXII. Aggressive, psychoid organicism
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")*
82 .65 Jerks or twitches his muscles or parts of his body
43 .53 Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch
224 .42 Others say they are annoyed by such things as his 
continual singing, humming, whistling
262 .41 Hugs or kisses strangers, or says that he loves 
them
191 .40 Echoes or parrots the words of others
61 .38 Hand or foot twitches or jerks a little during the 
day when he is awake
110 .35 Eats such things as sand or wood or cloth or paper
156 .32 Trembles or shakes or jerks
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
45 .39 Pulls, twists, chews at own clothes
209 .39 Pulls at hands or clothes of adults, or does other
things which adults say are annoying 
272 .36 Says that he feels like things are crawling on him
214 .34 Is tardy or arrives late for such things as meals
31 .33 Eats nose pickings
245 .33 Corrects, criticizes, or nags others
264 .32 Becomes jittery, or builds up tension within him­
self, or becomes all wound up 
106 .30 When he is in a group he becomes more active or
more talkative or noisier or more excited 
150 .30 Jumps from doing one thing to another, or fails to
finish tasks he starts 
237 .30 Keeps talking about himself
12 .29 Tells people that his chest hurts or that he can't
breathe right
90 .28 Drops things, or uses fingers clumsily
103 .28 Claims to see things others deny seeing
133 .28 Screams more than others
138 .28 Arms or neck or legs are stiff or tight
143 .28 Asks questions like "What do I get out of it?"
"What's in it for me?"
180 .28 Threatens to kill someone
16 .27 Repeats same acts over and over
* Signs reversed
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Factor XXII
(Cont'd.)
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings"
134 .27 Speaks rapidly, words "come tumbling out fast"
135 .27 Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an
accident or death 
218 .27 Bothers, handles, or rummages through things of
others without their permission 
241 .26 Says that he has trouble thinking, or says he
cannot concentrate or keep his mind on things 
160 .25 When words he has understood before are spoken,
he shakes his head, or looks blank or puzzled, or 
says he does not understand 
164 .25 Throws or catches clumsily
251 .25 When doing something, will turn away from what he
is doing or stop what he is doing at almost any 
little sound or movement 
258 .25 Starts doing things before instructions are
finished
136 -.25 Once having started something, he sticks to it or
stays with it or comes back to it until it is 
finished
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Factor XXTV. Organic psychosis
Scored
Items
Scoring
Weights
("Loadings")
208 .72
79 .64
272 .51
103 .49
127 .49
142 .41
.39
185 .39
17 .36
lbJ .28
Claims that some kind of machine or rays or 
voices are making him do things
Claims to hear voices others say they cannot hear 
Says that he feels like things are crawling on tiim 
Claims to see things others deny seeing 
Claims he sees God or that he hears God speaking 
to him
Drools or slobbers while awake
Says he feels that something dreadful is going to 
happen
Bangs head against bed in sleep
Says that certain things just keep running through 
his head
Keeps things or hoards things that others say arc- 
strange
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
233
100
104
4
43
61
83
273
.42 Has trouble picking things up with one hand more
than the other, or drops things more out of one 
hand than the other 
.31 Remains in one position for long periods
.31 At one time says things like "I'm feeling just
wonderful, great, I'm on top of the world," and 
at another time "Life's not worth living, I'm 
terribly unhappy"
.29 Runs away from home
.29 Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch
.27 Hand or foot twitches or jerks a little during the
day when he is awake 
.25 Tells parents or others they just do not under­
stand him
.25 Says he has bad dreams or nightmares about past
things such as automobile accident, fire, loss of 
loved one, or divorce
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Factor XXIII. Clumsiness and visual problem*
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings" >
118 .49 Stumbles or falls easily
18 .34 Has many accidents such as falls or cuts or
bruises
167 .29 Holds book closer to eyes than others do, or
frowns and squints when looking at things, or rubs 
eyes often
177 .26 Blinks or squints up his eyes
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings11
94 .26 Helps out around the house
8 -.29 Says things like "I can do about anything" or
"I'm pretty good"
94
Factor XXTV. Organic psychosis
Scoring
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings")
208 .72 Claims that some kind of machine or rays or 
voices are making him do things
79 .64 Claims to hear voices others say they cannot hear
272 .51 Says that he feels like things are crawling on him
103 .49 Claims to see things others deny seeing
127 .49 Claims he sees God or that he hears God speaking 
to him
142 .41 Drools or slobbers while awake
bG .39 Says he feels that something dreadful is going to 
happen
185 .39 Bangs head against bed in sleep
17 .36 Says that certain things just keep running through 
his head
lb 3 .28 Keeps things or hoards things that others say are 
strange
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
233 .42 Has trouble picking things up with one hand more
than the other, or drops things more out of one 
hand than the other 
100 .31 Remains in one position for long periods
104 .31 At one time says things like "I'm feeling just
wonderful, great, I'm on top of the world," and 
at another time "Life's not worth living, I'm 
terribly unhappy"
4 .29 Runs away from home
43 .29 Muscles or parts of his body jerk or twitch
61 .27 Hand or foot twitcnes or jerks a little during the
day when he is awake 
83 .25 Tells parents or others they just do not under­
stand him
273 .25 Says he has bad dreams or nightmares about past
things such as automobile accident, fire, loss of 
loved one, or divorce
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Factor
Scoring
XXV. Functional psychosis
Scored Weights
Items ("Loadings
126 .45 Does not complain when cut or injured; denies 
feeling pain
182 .37 Sweats or perspires more than others
263 .34 Eats faster and eats more than others his age
253 .33 Speaks with a huskier voice than others his age
226 .28 Reports sad events without sad facial expressions
143 .27 Asks questions like "What do I get out of it?" 
"What's in it for me?"
Other
IcU ntifying
Items "Loadings"
135 .38 Laughs or smiles at serious events such as an 
accident or death
70 .30 Makes up big stories, or tells tales others say 
they do not believe
46 .28 Enters others' homes without permission
137 .27 Plays with children who are said to be a bad 
influence
223 .26 Says such things as "I'll get even," "You won't 
get away with that, " "I'll show him"
171 .25 Scrapes things toward him with his whole hand or 
with the end of his fingers, rather than picking 
things up with his fingers
66 .27 Says he feels that something dreadful is going to 
happen
* Signs reversed
Factor XXVI. Anxious affect hunger vs. "No problems"
4 5 .44
88 .36
174 .30
209 .27
129 -.19
271 - .25
69 -.37
Scoring 
Scored Weights
1 terns ("Loadings")
Pulls, twists, chew8 at own clothes 
Asks to be held or hugged, or climbs into laps 
of adults or seeks other expressions of affection 
Hugs members of the family, or kisses them, or 
says he loves them
Pulls at hands or clothes of adults, or does othe 
things which adults say are annoying 
Shows few changes in facial expression 
Answers slowly and carefully when others speak to 
him, or moves head or body very slowly 
Says "I don't have any problems," "Everything's 
all right," "I'm not worried or bothered about 
anything"
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
59 .33 Says he hopes bad things will happen to others
70 .32 Makes up big stories or tells tales others say
they do not believe 
275 .32 Age (6 -8 vs. 9-13)
39 .28 Fights or shouts or shakes his fist when others
call him names or push and pick at him or laugh 
at him
155 .28 Says, "I won't go to school," or refuses to go to
school
65 .28 Claims that he has bad dreams
110 .27 Eats such things as sand or wood or cloth or pape
2 34 .27 Screams or throws things when denied something
112 .25 Destroys or damages property
180 .25 Threatens to kill someone
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Factor XXVII. Passive-aggressive, Submissive physical 
we 11-being
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
101
115
105
194
.48 Goes to the doctor only when he claims to hurt or
has hurt himself 
.35 Goes to the doctor only for checkups
.30 When he gets his share of things, does not ask for
more or say things like "That's not fair"
.28 Follows the lead of other children, or just goes
along with the crowd
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
109
40
137
2 36
.28 When criticized or attacked he does not stand up
for himself
.25 Stays out later than he is supposed to
.25 Plays with children who are said tu be a bad
influence 
.25 Tells lies or untruths
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Factor XXVIII. Anxious psychosomatic reactions vs. 
regressiveness
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")*
144 .50 When there are changes, such as moving to a new
house or school, he tells you he is sick or has 
aches and pains, or he even throws up his food
72 .29 Puts things away, takes care of things
166 -.30 Sucks thumb
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
267 .40 Gets up often at night
228 .30 Cries when leaving mother to 
camp or to other places
go to school or to
155 .25 Says "I won't go to school," 
school
or refuses to go to
215 -.25 Sleeps all through the night 
few times at night
, or awakes very
186 -.26 Shows sex organs
* Signs reversed
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Factor XXIX. Differential achievement and sexualixed 
tension
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")
113 .40 Does well with numbers but not with spelling
54 .37 Says "It hurts" in his private parts or sex parts
168 .29 Expresses desire to get ahead in the world, or
to accomplish something special, or to become 
great or famous
Other
Identifying
Items "Loadings ft
91 .37 Sets fires
244 .35 Has changed to saying things like "Everyone picks 
on me," when before this he did not say such 
things
248 .31 Plays with matches
185 .29 Bangs head against bed in sleep
145 .29 Does not turn around to you when you speak to him, 
unless you speak loudly
138 .27 Arms or neck or legs are stiff or tight
100
Factor XXX. Displaced aggressiveness vs. direct 
aggressiveness
Scoring 
Scored Weights 
Items ("Loadings")*
229 .43 Draws "dirty" or "nasty" pictures
100 .37 Remains in one position for long periods
190 .26 Obeys or follows directions or instructions
given by his mother 
227 .25 Shows weakness compared to others his age, does
not lift or pull or push as much as others 
187 -.31 Does not speak or perform before group or class
even when asked
193 -.31 Where before he did not hurt other children, now
he does things like hitting or kicking or pinching 
them
Other 
Identifying 
Items "Loadings"
81 .25 Others say he is too obedient or too good
135 -.25 Laughs or smiles at serioui events such as an
accident or death
219 -.25 Pulls other children's hair, or punches them,
steps on their toes
123 -.33 Stays away from home
* Signs reversed
Scaled
Score
TABLE FOP. CONVERSION OF FACTOR SCORES TO SCALED SCORES 
CHILDREN'S BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT (CBCP)
Agee 6 - 13
Raw Factor Scores
II III IV
Scaled
Score
5 (+)6 .00 - (+16.99 (+)4.50 - (+)5.99 (+)3.00 - (+)4.99 (+)0.80 - (+)1.99 5
4 (+}5.00 - (+)5.99 (+)3.00 - (+}4.49 (+)2 .00 - (+)2.99 (+)0.60 - (+)0.79 4
3 (+}2 .00 - (+)4.99 (+)0.00 - (+)2.99 (+)1.00 - (+)1.99 (+)0.40 - (+)0.59 3
2 (f)0.00 - (+)1.99 (-)l.50 - (-10.01 (+)0.00 - (+)0.99 (+)0.30 - (-+)0.39 2
1 (-)3.00 - (-)O.Ol (-)3.00 - (-)i.si (-)l.OO - (-)O.Ol (+)0.00 - (-+)0.29 1
V VI VII VIII
5 (+)0.80 - (+)1.59 (+) 12.00 - (+)16.99 (+)3.00 - (+)5.49 (+)1.50 - (+)1.99 5
4 (+)0.60 - (+}0.79 (+} 9.00 - (+)11.99 (+)1.00 - (+)2.99 (+)1.00 - (+)1.49 4
3 (+)o.50 - (-f)0.59 (+) 4.00 - (+) 8.99 (+)0.50 - (+)0.99 (+)0.25 - (+)0.99 3
2 (+)0.30 - (+}0.49 (+) 1.00 - (+) 3.99 (+)0.25 - (+)0.49 (->0.25 - (+)0.24 2
1 (+10.00 - (+}0.29 (+) 0.00 - (+) 0.99 (+)0.00 - (+)0.24 (-)l.OO - (-)0.26 1
IX X XI XII
5 (+)1.40 - (+)2.99 (+)1.80 - (+)2.29 (+)1.40 - (+)2.09 (+)1.20 - (+)2.19 5
4 (+)0.40 - (+)1.39 (+)1 .20 - (+)1.79 (+)0.80 - (+)1.39 (+)0.80 - (+)1.19 4
3 (-)0.40 - (+10.39 (+10.40 - (+)1.19 (+)0.20 - (+)0.79 (+)0.40 - (+)0.79 3
2 (-)0.80 - (->0.41 (+)0.20 - (+)0.39 (-)0.40 - (+)0.19 (+)0.20 - (+)0.39 2
1 (-) 1.20 - (->0.81 (+10.00 - (+)0.19 (->0.60 - (->0.41 (+)0.00 - (+)0.19 1
XIII XIV XV XVI
5 (+}4.00 - (+}6 .49 (+}1.00 - (+)1.74 (+)1.75 - (+)3.49 (+)1.50 - (+)2.25 5
4 (+12.50 - (+13.99 (+10.50 - (+10.99 (+)1.00 - (+)1-Z4 (+11.00 - (+11.49 4
3 (+11.00 - (+)2.49 Mo.25 - (+)0.49 (+)0.50 - (+)0.99 (+10.50 - (+10.99 3
2 (+10.00 - (+10.99 (-10.75 - (->0.26 (+)0.25 - (+)0.49 (+10.00 - (+)0.49 2
1 (■*)0.50 - (-)O.Ol (-)1.50 - (->0.76 (+)0.00 - (+)0.24 (-)l.OO - (-10.01 1
>
'V
p :
m
X
5
4
3
2
1
I
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2
1
TABLE FOF. CONVERSION OF FACTOR SCORES TO SCALED SCORES 
CHILDREN'S BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFICATION PROJECT (CBCP)
Ages 6 - 1 3  
Raw Factor Scores
XVII XVIII XIX XX
(4)4.00 - (4)4.99 (4)3.00 - (4)4.49 (+)4.00 _ (+)6 .99 (+)2 .00 _ (+)3.49
(4)2.00 - (4)3.99 (4)1.50 - (4)2.99 (+)2.50 - (+)3.99 (+)1.50 - (+)1.99
(4)1.00 - (4)1.99 (+)1.00 - (+)1.49 (+)1.00 - (+)2.49 (+)1.00 - (+)1.49
(+)0.00 - (4)0.99 (4)0.50 - (+)0.99 (+)0.00 - (+)0.99 (+)0.50 - (+)0.99
(-)l.OO - (-)O.Ol (4)0.00 - (+)0.49 (-)0.50 - (-)O.Ol (+)0.00 - (+)0.49
XXI XXII XXIII XXIV
(+)1.00 - (4)2.99 (4)2 .50 - (+)4.49 (+)1.25 - (+)1.39 (+)2 .50 - (+)4.99
(+)0.50 - (+)0.99 (+)1.50 - (+)2.49 (+)0.90 - (+)1.24 (+)1.00 - (+)2.49
(4)0.30 - (4)0.49 (+)0.50 - (+)1.49 (+)0.65 - (+)0.89 (+)0.50 - (4)0.99
(+)0 .20 - (4)0.29 (+)0.25 - (+)0.49 (+)0.35 - (+)0.64 (+)0.25 - (+)0.49
(4)0.00 - (4)0.19 (+)0.00 - (+)0.24 (+)0.00 - (+)0.34 (+)0.00 - (+)0.24
XXV XXVI XXVII XXVIII
(4)1.75 - (4)2.24 (4)1.25 - (+)1.74 (+)1 .20 - (+)1.59 (+)0.70 - (+)0.94
(4)1.00 - (+) 1.74 (4)0.75 - (+)1.24 (+)0.90 - (+)1.19 (+)0.45 - (+)0.69
(4)0.50 - (+)0.99 (+)0.25 - (+)0.74 (+)0.60 - (+)0.89 (+)0.20 - (+)0.44
(4)0.25 - (+)0.49 (-)0.25 - (+)0.24 (+)0.30 - (+)0.59 (-)0.05 - (+)0.19
(4)0.00 - (4)0.24 (-)0.75 - (-)0.26 (+)0.00 - (+)0.29 (-)0.30 - (-)0.06
XXIX XXX
(+)0.80 - (+)1.09 (4-)0.60 - (4)0.99
(+)0.60 - (+)0.79 (4-) 0.30 - (4-)0.59
(+)0.40 - (+)0.59 (+)0.00 - (4)0.29
(+)0.20 - (+)0.39 (-)0.30 - (-)O.Ol
(4)0.00 - (4)0.19 (-)0.70 - (-)0.31
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